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Introduction:
In order to begin to unpack the question of why do so many people connect with and are
drawn to the world of Harry Potter, I thought it would be important to analyze certain themes
that are present in each of the books of this series. However, because there are seven, I will be
focusing my analysis on three. The books that I chose from the series are the first one, Harry
Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone, the fifth one, Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix, and the
seventh one, Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows. These particular works were selected due to
their placement in the series and because of the emphasis placed on the different aspects and
themes that I am examining. The first of which is mental health; the characters not only
encounter and struggle with different forms of mental issues, but they also teach the reader how
to handle and overcome them. The second aspect that I am looking at in-depth is racism,
supremacy, and prejudice. The characters of this series witness, are subjected to, and actively
resist the notion that pure-blood wizards/witches are greater than and different from
Muggle-born wizards/witches. Because the characters speak out against these ideas and literally
go to war to prevent this mindset from becoming the norm, the characters once again educate the
reader about the necessity of taking action. In this paper, I argue that people connect with the
Harry Potter series and are drawn to recreating and actively participating in it because these
works introduce readers to situations that directly apply to the real world, and also offer
guidelines for how to navigate circumstances that are both sensitive and not spoken of enough.
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J.K. Rowling Controversy:
Before starting my analysis of the Harry Potter series and the impact that it has had on
fans and fan culture, I believe it is important to acknowledge the comments that J.K. Rowling
has made about the LGBTQIA+ community and transgender people in particular. I will only be
sharing a few tweets and selected sections of the essay that Rowling posted in June 2020, but I
hope that I shed some light on the current controversy surrounding her opinions. I would also
like to reaffirm that everyone has the right to voice their beliefs and opinions. However, because
Rowling has such a large platform and social media following, her comments have been
especially detrimental to the transgender community and the LGBTQIA+ community as a whole.
This situation has allowed other homophobic and transphobic people to use Rowling’s platforms
to voice their own opinions, despite the fact that this situation originally started in 2020.
I would also like to point out that the reason why so many fans and people feel betrayed
by these statements is because they found comfort in the Harry Potter series. Ultimately, this
series revolves around love, acceptance, and belonging, which has made it a safe space for the
LGBTQIA+ community for years. This series shows people that they shouldn’t be discriminated
against for something that isn’t their choice and that there are people out there who will love and
accept them for who they are. Because of this message from the series, Rowling’s opinions are
especially harmful to people.
At the start of June 2020, Rowling re-posted an article on Twitter that used the term
“people who menstruate” rather than “women” (Gardener). She added the words to the top of her
retweet, “‘People who menstruate.’ I’m sure there used to be a word for those people. Someone
help me out. Wumben? Wimpund? Woomund?” (Rowling). Immediately after posting this tweet,
Rowling began to receive backlash from fans as not everyone who menstruates identifies as a
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woman. There are non-binary people who menstruate, transgender men who menstruate, and
more. Using the term “people who menstruate” is more inclusive for people with different gender
identities, and is easier than specifying every single group of people that may fall within this
category (“JK Rowling’s Anti-Trans Tweets,” 0:6:33-0:6:55). Rather than relenting after fans
began to speak out, she published the thread seen below:

Image from Rowling’s Twitter account.
It is important to point out a few things about the words that Rowling decided to use in
these tweets. And while people may argue that picking out specific words and analyzing the
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meaning of them is unfair or fastidious, I would like to remind everyone that this is a published
author who understands the importance of language and the impact that it has on people.
First, she begins the thread by stating “if sex isn’t real.” No one is saying that sex doesn’t
exist or is not real; the conversation is about gender identity, not sex (“JK Rowling’s Anti-Trans
Tweets,” 0:2:40-0:2:51). There is a very big difference between sex and gender identity, as
people are born with a specific sex and gender is a societal construct. People present themselves
to the world through their gender identity, not through their sex or their chromosomes (“JK
Rowling’s Anti-Trans Tweets,” 0:4:47-0:5:00). Regardless if one’s sex matches with their gender
identity, it is still one’s gender identity that people witness on a day-to-day basis. By beginning
her thread by focusing on sex rather than gender, Rowling shows a lack of understanding and
awareness of the topic she’s attempting to discuss. Furthermore, in that same tweet, Rowling
writes “I know and love trans people, but…” By adding the word “but,” Rowling basically
cancels out everything she said before that word (“JK Rowling’s Anti-Trans Tweets,”
0:5:40-0:5:59).
Secondly, in the second tweet of the thread, Rowling states:
The idea that women like me, who’ve been empathetic to trans people for decades,
feeling kinship because they’re vulnerable in the same way as women - ie, to male
violence - ‘hate’ trans people because they think sex is real and has lived consequences is a nonsense.
Using the words “they’re vulnerable in the same way as women” is problematic, as it
differentiates transgender women from cisgender women. All people who identify as women are
real women, so by separating the experiences of transgender women from cisgender women
Rowling shows that she believes that there is a difference between these groups.
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Finally, in the last tweet of the thread, Rowling says, “I’d march with you if you were
discriminated against on the basis of being trans.” This sentence is also problematic because of
the word “if.” It is important to recognize that people are discriminated against on the basis of
their gender identity and that there is no “if” about it. Whether this discrimination is from peers
or from institutional systems in place that make it more difficult for transgender people to
transition or to access the resources that they need, these difficulties and hurdles that people must
face are real.
After these tweets were posted on June 6, Rowling continued to receive posts and
comments from fans that took offense to her words and beliefs. Deciding to further buckle down
on her opinions, Rowling published a post on her website four days after her rant on Twitter. In
this article, titled “J.K. Rowling Writes about Her Reasons for Speaking out on Sex and Gender
Issues,” Rowling states five reasons why she’s “worried about new trans activism” (Gardner,
Rowling). When looking at Rowling’s statement at a glance, it is easy to brush off the posts that
she made on Twitter and act like everything is normal. However, upon a closer look, there are
many issues and transphobic comments made in her essay.
To begin, Rowling uses different statistics and mentions various studies, yet she does not
cite any of the information that she mentions nor does she link any articles for readers to research
further. This lack of citation is dangerous, as it makes it easy for misinformation to spread and it
happens multiple times throughout her piece. Rowling also discredits the experiences of
transgender people, as she makes it appear as if being transgender is a choice. She writes:
I’ve wondered whether, if I’d be born 30 years later, I too might have tried to transition.
The allure of escaping womanhood would have been huge… If I’d found community and
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sympathy online that I couldn’t find in my immediate environment, I believe I could have
been persuaded to turn myself into the son my father had openly said he’d have preferred.
Using the terms “the allure of escaping womanhood” and “I believe I could have been
persuaded,” Rowling makes it seem like changing one’s identity is something that is both easy
and a way out of certain situations. Jamie, a transgender man who created a YouTube video in
response to Rowling’s essay, states that “I didn’t wish to transition, I needed to. It wasn’t a wish,
it wasn’t a choice; it was a massive, life-altering thing that I had to do. If I could have avoided
doing this, I would have” (“Responding to JK Rowlings Essay,” 0:32:16-0:32:26). By saying that
she could have been “persuaded” to “escape womanhood,” Rowling negates the fact that
transgender people need to transition in order to outwardly represent who they are on the inside.
Instead, she presents transitioning as something that will create new and better opportunities.
This presentation of transitioning is both disrespectful and harmful, as it ignores the confusion
and difficulties that transgender people often face as they become aware of their identity, along
with the discrimination that they most likely are forced to deal with.
Another important part of Rowling’s essay that needs to be addressed is that she
repeatedly uses the improper pronouns for transgender people that she’s describing, along with
the fact that she equivocates transgender women to predators. When voicing concerns about
transgender women having access to the same restrooms as cisgender women, Rowling states:
I do not want to make natal girls and women less safe. When you throw open the doors
of bathrooms and changing rooms to any man who believes or feels he’s a woman -- and,
as I’ve said, gender confirmation certificates may now be granted without any need for
surgery or hormones -- then you open the door to any and all men who wish to come
inside. That is the simple truth.
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Firstly, predatory men who wish to enter women’s bathrooms or changing rooms will do so
regardless of whether or not they have a gender confirmation certificate. Also, as Jamie shares in
his YouTube video, the Gender Recognition Act in Scotland already has a current process that
prevents predatory men pretending to be women from obtaining such certificates (“Responding
to JK Rowlings Essay,” 0:54:52-0:55:00). Furthermore, by misgendering the transgender woman
in this scenario, Rowling creates a fearful atmosphere. She refers to the woman in this scenario
as a “man who believes or feels he’s a woman,” showing that this person is not truly a “real”
woman, but rather someone who is pretending. This language is harmful, as Rowling is arguing
that transgender women should be denied access to a safe space on the basis of their gender
identity. She is saying that all transgender women are predators, therefore cisgender women
should be afraid of them and treat them differently. Not only is this belief blatantly transphobic,
but it is also extremely disrespectful and creates a dangerous environment of fear for transgender
people.
The tweets and sections of Rowling’s essay that I have discussed thus far are only a
fraction of what she has published, but I hope that this information has provided some insight
into the current controversy. I would also like to acknowledge that many of the celebrities that
starred in the Harry Potter films made public statements after Rowling published her opinions.
Daniel Radcliffe, who played Harry Potter, released a statement through the Trevor Project,
where he said:
To all the people who now feel that their experience of the books has been tarnished or
diminished, I am deeply sorry for the pain these comments have caused you. I really hope
that you don’t entirely lose what was valuable in these stories to you. If these books
taught you that love is the strongest force in the universe, capable of overcoming
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anything… if you found anything in these stories that resonated with you and helped you
at any time in your life — then that is between you and the book that you read, and it is
sacred. And in my opinion nobody can touch that. It means to you what it means to you
and I hope that these comments will not taint that too much (Weaver).
Voicing similar opinions, Emma Watson, who played Hermione Granger, and Rupert Grint, who
was Ron Weasley, made public announcements as well in support of transgender people and their
right to identify however they want (“Harry Potter Stars Turn on JK Rowling in Trans Row”). In
addition, Bonnie Wright, who played Ginny Weasley (Ron’s sister), and Eddie Redmayne, who
was the lead character in the Harry Potter spinoff franchise Fantastic Beasts, also made
statements about respecting and supporting the transgender community (Gardner).
While the love and support of these people do not diminish the hurt of Rowling’s
comments, it does show that transgender people matter, are valued, and are seen. Rather than
allowing Rowling’s opinions to taint their view of the series, the actors from the Harry Potter
films urge fans to hold onto the lessons that the series taught them and the aspects of the story
that resonate with them. Despite anything that Rowling has said or will say, the series is so much
larger than one person. While the series may have originated from Rowling, it now belongs to a
collective, to anyone that has felt connected to or continues to identify with the Harry Potter
Universe.

Mental Health:
Before examining specific instances of mental health within the Harry Potter series, I
would like to provide a brief definition for some of the terms mentioned in the indexes below.
According to the Children’s Advocacy Center, there are distinct signs and symptoms when a
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child experiences neglect, physical abuse, or emotional abuse. For neglect, there is often a lack
of proper clothing, the individual is frequently left alone or unsupervised, and there is an absence
of food or money (“Signs and Symptoms”). As for signs of physical abuse, the person is
normally watchful of others’ behaviors, appears afraid to go home, and has difficulty in school
(“Signs and Symptoms”). When one is emotionally abused, they can be withdrawn from others
and be anxious about doing something wrong, lack attachment to others, and have behavioral
changes (“Signs and Symptoms”). Anxiety, which can be a side effect of these circumstances, is
defined by the National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) as having “a persistent feeling of
anxiety or dread, which can interfere with daily life.” Some of the symptoms include: feeling on
edge or wound-up, having difficulty concentrating, and having unexplained aches and pains
(“Anxiety Disorders”). In addition to these terms, NIMH defines Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder
(PTSD) as “a disorder that develops in some people who have experienced a shocking, scary, or
dangerous event.” This leads individuals to have flashbacks, nightmares, and negative thoughts
about themselves (“Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder”). Depression, which has many
commonalities with these other conditions, is a mood disorder that “causes severe symptoms that
affect how you feel, think, and handle daily activities, such as sleeping, eating, or working.” One
often feels sad or anxious, feelings of guilt and hopelessness, restlessness, difficulty sleeping,
headaches, and suicidal thoughts (“Depression”).
When writing this children’s series that explores these mental health issues, Rowling was
not only aware of what she was doing but did so intentionally. Rowling, who has always been
open with her personal experiences and struggles, has shared that “she has been seriously
depressed and desperately short of money” (Treneman) multiple times throughout her life. In her
interview with The Times (UK) in 2000, right around the time that she was finishing the fourth
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book in the series, Rowling notes that she is “aware that without that failed marriage in 1993,
there would be no Jessica and possibly no Harry” (Treneman). When discussing her mental
health in a different interview, Rowling states:
My mid-20s life circumstances were poor and I really plummeted. We’re talking suicidal
thoughts here. We’re not talking, ‘I’m a little bit miserable.’ I have never been remotely
ashamed of having been depressed, never. What’s to be ashamed of? I went through a
really rough time and I am quite proud that I got out of that (“JK Rowling on
Overcoming Depression”).
Because of the difficulties that she has faced, Rowling found her ability to cope through the
creation of Harry and the Wizarding World. By integrating her experiences into this series,
Rowling provides a space for both conversations about these issues and for others to feel like
they’re not alone. She shows the power and strength that it takes to overcome these situations,
and that hope is always present even in the darkest of times. Furthermore, Rowling herself has
confirmed that dementors are magical beings that “force the most horrific memories back into
their victim’s full awareness, while ruthlessly sucking up and destroying all the good feelings of
their victims” (Noctor 582), are representations of depression. In an interview, she explains that:
It was entirely conscious. And entirely from my own experience. Depression is the most
unpleasant thing I have ever experienced. It is that absence of being able to envisage that
you will ever be cheerful again. The absence of hope. That very deadened feeling, which
is so very different from feeling sad. Sad hurts but it's a healthy feeling. It's a necessary
thing to feel. Depression is very different (Treneman).
Although fictitious, dementors are something that people can relate to all too well. The
overbearing cold and hopelessness often petrify characters, yet Rowling makes a point to include
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a spell that combats these intrusive beings. She gives her characters the autonomy to overcome
these difficult and seemingly impossible obstacles, while also discovering healthy ways to cope
with the trauma that plagues them.
Because of the themes of encountering and coping with mental health issues in this
series, people have discovered ways to incorporate these novels into psychotherapeutic work
with young children and adolescents. One of these individuals, Colman Noctor, is a child
psychiatrist in Ireland who approaches the Harry Potter series from a psychoanalytic perspective
in his article “Putting Harry Potter on the Couch.” Upon first reading this series, Noctor began to
find parallels between the characters and the struggles that young people often face and soon
discovered that he was completely “engrossed in a series of magical adventures” (580). Because
of this pull to the series that he felt, Noctor became interested “in exploring the unconscious
appeal of the storylines” and he believed that these works “display a deep understanding of the
difficulties experienced by many children today” (580). Although Harry’s adventures are
magical, his experiences with self-discovery, close friendships, rivalries, and coping with
unrealistically high expectations parallel the pressures and journeys that many children in the
real world encounter. Because this series portrays the situations and hardships that are
unfortunately common among multiple children and adolescents, Noctor wondered if he could
possibly incorporate the material of these works in his therapeutic treatment sessions in order to
improve them (580). Upon doing so, he quickly discovered that “This form of directed group
storytelling allowed the young people to do something that previously they had found impossible
to do: Speak” (Noctor 585). Not only did the group find multiple connections between the series
and their personal experiences, but they also felt more comfortable opening up about their fears
and situations. Despite the magical nature of these works, the characters exhibit immense
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strength that many adolescents need in order to overcome the challenges that they face (Noctor
585). Furthermore, Noctor was able to reiterate “Rowling’s message that it is not our genes or
past that define who we are, but our choices that reflect true meaning” (Noctor 587). Regardless
of who your family or parents are, and what you have done or been subjected to in the past, all
that matters is what you choose to do and who you choose to be. There are many things in life
that people are unable to control, but one of the things that people do have power over is their
actions and choices.
In Sharon Black’s article, “Harry Potter: A Magical Prescription for Just about Anyone,”
she explores the reasons why people of every age connect with the Harry Potter series. Not only
do “People of all ages and situations ‘read Harry Potter’” (Black 540), but they also find
meaning within the story that they are reading. Because these works take place in a magical,
fantastical land, it is easy for one to assume that they are escaping from reality and emerging into
a world where everything is better from the lessons that the students are taking to the chocolate
frogs and butterbeer. However, “just as we think we have escaped from the world, [the
characters] help us find the power to live in it. The places and characters we imagine sustain us
as we struggle with places and people who trouble us-- including ourselves” (541). The
characters face impossible tasks and situations, yet upon closer inspection, these circumstances
are not so different from reality. As these characters navigate rivalries, intimidating teachers,
intense mental health issues, and even prejudice, they teach the audience the importance of
resiliency and the necessity of remaining strong in the face of adversity.
Harry, a boy raised in the Muggle world, must learn to navigate an entirely different and
new environment with little to no knowledge of how anything works. Harry must adjust to the
changes in his surroundings, teaching the reader that while “Shifting staircases are unreal…
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change and resiliency are true” (541). It is not uncommon for families to move or for people to
attend new schools, yet this information does not make the task any less daunting. Feeling out of
place or behind on material is normal, and being able to connect with Harry’s anxieties and
struggles to adjust helps one feel like he or she is no longer alone. In fact, Black argues that
“Rowling is not teaching people how to put spells on corridors and staircases; she’s teaching
them that they can deal with unpredictability and change” (542). Harry helps readers work
through their inner turmoil and shows them that change can be good and positive, and sometimes
unpredictability leads to new adventures. Change opens doors that people may not have even
realized were there, assisting not only personal growth but also cultivating independence and
resiliency. And while people may originally see the Harry Potter characters as friends that help
others come to terms with their feelings and thoughts in regard to different situations, they
“ultimately become our teachers” (542). These characters exhibit the importance of sharing one’s
emotions and burdens with friends because sometimes they are too heavy for just one person to
carry; they show the necessity of standing up to bullies because if this behavior is not corrected
then a schoolyard rivalry can easily pave the way for a lifetime of hate and superiority; they
reveal that good comes from change and uncomfortable situations. While the Harry Potter series
may be marketed as a children’s book, every single person, regardless of their age or
positionality, can find at least one lesson that reminds them of or teaches them how to be a better
human being. These works are about so much more than a boy learning how to use magic; they
are about navigating the good, the bad, the beautiful, and the ugly facets of this world.
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Mental Health in Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone
Type

Neglect

Physical Abuse

Emotional Abuse

Bullying

Chapters

Scene

2 (18-30); 3
(31-45); 6
(88-112); 7
(113-30); 12
(194-214)

No sign that Harry lives at the Dursley house (18); forced to live in the
cupboard under the stairs (19); never has new clothes, always Dudley's
old ones (33); forced to sleep on the floor with only a thin blanket
(45); for the last month before Harry goes to Hogwarts, the Dursleys
completely ignore Harry and don't speak to him (88); Harry reveals he
was never starved, but wasn't allowed to eat as much as he liked (123);
doesn't expect to receive Christmas presents (200)

2 (18-30); 3
(31-45); 4
(46-60)

Beaten up by cousin Dudley and malnourished for age (20); locked in
dark cupboard for punishment and denied meals (29); disciplined for
Hogwarts letter and Vernon forces them to leave the house (40-42);
Vernon states that a "good beating" would have cured Harry's
strangeness (56)

2 (18-30); 3
(31-45); 4
(46-60); 5
(61-87); 17
(288-309)

Often left behind and made to feel a burden, blamed for uncontrollable
events and spoken of as if he isn't present (22); demeaning
remarks/shouting from Vernon about Hogwarts letter (35-36); denied
recognition of birthday and presents (43); Vernon tells Harry his
parents were "weirdos" and that the world is better now that they are
dead (56); Durselys complained about the cost of housing Harry (75);
Voldemore describes in detail how he murdered Harry's parents (294)

Bullied at school by other students due to appearance, especially by
Dudley and his friends (24); ostracized by students because they fear
2 (18-30); 3 Dudley (30); Dudley’s gang plays a game called “Harry Hunting”
(31-45); 6
(31); Draco makes fun of Ron's appearance and claims Harry will end
(88-112); 9 up like his parents (108-9); Draco steals Neville's Remembrall and
(143-62); 10 makes Harry chase him for it (148-9); Ron makes fun of Hermione,
(163-79); 12 saying she's a "nightmare" and has no friends (172); Draco used
(194-214); 13 Neville to “practice” spells on (218); Draco taunts Harry for not
(215-27); 15 having a proper family (195); Prof. Snape is horrible to Harry,
(242-61)
explained as "weekly torture" (221); Draco taunts Harry for having no
parents and Ron for being poor (223); Harry is the "most hated" and is
constantly insulted by multiple houses for losing House Cup (244-5)
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Self-doubt from
Abuse

3 (31-45); 4
(46-60); 5
(61-87); 7
(113-30)

Wonders why someone would write a letter to him (34); Harry
questions how he can be a wizard because he has never been able to
protect himself (57); believes being a wizard was a dream (61);
wonders if being a wizard is a joke the Durselys concocted (68);
wonders how he can be special (86); questions if he will be chosen for
a House and wonders if he will be sent home (120)

Anxiety

Abandoned at King's Cross and can't find Platform 9 3/4 (91); Harry
worries that he will be the worst in class because he was raised by
6 (88-112); 7
Muggles (100); extremely nervous and worried about the Sorting
(113-30); 9
Ceremony (115); questions whether he will be chosen at all (120);
(143-62)
Harry thinks he's getting expelled and sent back to the Dursleys
because he was flying on his broom without permission (150)

Post Traumatic
Stress Disorder

Begins to have nightmares of his parents' death, sees a green light and
13 (215-27); 16
hears laughter (215); has nightmares about a hooded figure dripping
(262-87)
blood (263)

In Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone, the reader witnesses how the Dursley family,
composed of Harry’s aunt Petunia, uncle Vernon and cousin Dudley, treats Harry within the first
handful of chapters. Because Harry’s parents died when he was a baby, Harry lives with the
Durselys as they are his only living relatives. Harry is abused mentally and physically, which
paves the way for various mental health issues that he continues to deal with throughout the
entirety of the series. Harry, a boy of only ten years old, is forced to live in the cupboard under
the stairs (19) and is physically locked in there and denied meals by his Uncle Vernon as a form
of punishment (29). He is malnourished for his age (20), as a result of the neglect and physical
abuse that he has to endure. Harry never has new clothing, wears broken glasses “because of all
the times Dudley had punched him on the nose” (20), is forced to cook and clean (21), and is
punished for asking questions and speaking out of turn. Harry often hears demeaning remarks
and is made to feel like a burden, as Vernon and Petunia often complain about having to take
care of him (22). He is treated as if he is invisible, spoken of as if he isn’t present (22) by the
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people who should love and care for him the most. He not only has to cope with physical abuse
and neglect, but also mental and emotional abuse. However, Harry’s difficulties do not stop
there.
Because of his difficult life at home, one would assume that Harry would find some
comfort and solace at school; however, that is not the case. Dudley, Harry’s cousin who is
roughly the same age, ensures that everyone at school knows of his hatred towards Harry (24).
Harry is ostracized and bullied for his hand-me-down, baggy clothes that once belonged to his
cousin, his broken glasses, and his oddness (30). Dudley makes sure that Harry is isolated at
school and without any friends, placing an emotional and mental burden on him. Harry has no
escape, no outlet, and no one to talk to in order to gain help or assistance. But Dudley and his
friends do not stop there. They also bully Harry through physical means, particularly by playing
the “game” that Dudley has named “Harry Hunting” (31). This activity consists of a group of
boys chasing Harry while he tries desperately to get away, and if he is caught then he suffers
humiliation and abuse. Regardless of whether Harry is at home or at school, he cannot escape
Dudley, the person responsible for his torment. In fact, Dudley’s parents enable and encourage
this behavior through both their words and actions. Because Petunia and Vernon treat Harry as
less than a person, as someone that is undeserving of love, care, and basic human decency,
Dudley has no reason to view Harry any differently.
In addition to the abuse and bullying that Harry endures, the Dursleys actively prevent
and deny Harry access to property that is rightfully his. When he first receives his invitation to
Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry, Harry is shocked that someone has written him a
letter as “No one, ever, in his whole life, had written to him. Who would? He had no friends, no
other relatives --- he didn’t belong to the library, so he’d never even gotten rude notes asking for
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books back” (54). Harry has nothing and no one and has been denied even the most basic access
to resources and freedom. Even though the letter is directly addressed to Harry, he is denied the
right to his property as Vernon forcefully takes possession of the message and then attempts to
make Harry feel small and insignificant by demeaning and belittling him (35-36). As more letters
continue to appear, Vernon resorts to using his physical strength to prevent Harry from reading
his letter by picking Harry up and throwing him (41). Because his cutting remarks about how no
one important would write to Harry did not have the impact that he desired, Vernon physically
overpowers his ten-year-old nephew and treats him like a ragdoll. To ensure that Harry does not
gain access to the correspondence addressed to him, Vernon uproots the family and forces them
to stay in isolated locations. Despite the fact that they are staying in new places, Harry is still
treated as a burden and a second thought. As the Durselys settle into a dilapidated lighthouse
surrounded by rough waters, Harry is neglected and forced to sleep on the floor with only a thin
blanket to keep him warm (45). At midnight, Harry will turn eleven and wonders “if the Dursleys
would remember at all” (45), even though they have made it clear in the past that Harry’s
birthday means little to nothing to them as he had been gifted “a coat hanger and a pair of Uncle
Vernon’s old socks” (43) last year. Harry is denied both recognition and presents for his birthday,
a day that should be full of celebration and happiness. He has learned to expect less than the bare
minimum and is made to feel like he deserves this treatment, as he has known nothing else and
there is no one to tell him differently.
When Harry discovers who and what he is, Petunia and Vernon expose their justification
for their abusive behavior towards Harry. As Harry turns eleven years old, the letter that the
Durselys tried so hard to prevent Harry from reading is hand-delivered to him by Rubeus Hagrid.
Enraged that Harry now knows that he is a wizard, Vernon and Petunia reveal that they always
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knew but decided to deny him the ability to know who he is because they “‘swore we’d stamp it
out of him’” (53). They view him as “‘a freak’” and think that it’s “‘strange’” and “‘abnormal’”
(53) for witches and wizards to exist. Because of this mindset, the Durselys were able to justify
their abusive behavior towards Harry despite the fact that he is only a child. Vernon fully
believes that being a witch or wizard is a choice and claims that it is “‘nothing a good beating
wouldn’t have cured’” (56). Although Harry’s parents died as heroes while actively fighting and
resisting a Dark Wizard, Vernon and Petunia attempted to erase and diminish their sacrifice by
lying to Harry about the circumstances of their death. Harry was made to believe that it was a
tragic accident, a car crash, rather than a cold-blooded murder because of the cause that they
believed in. Full of hatred, Vernon tells Harry that “the world’s better off without them” (56) and
that they deserved their fate. To Vernon and Petunia, witches and wizards are “others” and
therefore deserve to be treated as less than. Because they are different, it is justifiable to treat
them differently. Vernon feels no remorse for his actions and harmful comments, as he believes
that this behavior is warranted due to his innate superiority. Despite the fact that Harry had no
idea that witches and wizards existed or the truth about his parents, his association with the
Wizarding World was enough of a reason for the Dursleys to make his life miserable, abuse him
both physically and mentally, and deny him access to property and information. The Dursleys not
only hid the truth about Harry’s parents, but they also took away his identity: his ability and right
to know himself.
Because Harry has been isolated and abused for the duration of his life, he has to learn
how to cope with anxiety and self-doubt. Unable to believe that he is a wizard, that he is more
than an orphan who is living with people that don’t want or care about him, Harry constantly
questions the legitimacy of his powers. After all, how could he be a wizard with all of the
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hardships that he’s endured? He doubts that he is anything more than ordinary (57), he believes
that finding out that he is magical is a fantastical dream (61), and wonders if this whole
experience is a cruel joke concocted by the Dursley family (68). Because Harry has been denied
so many good memories and positive experiences, he finds it difficult to believe that anything
about the Wizarding World is true. Harry has never been more than a second thought, so to
discover that he’s not only special but also famous is beyond his wildest imagination. And
because of the various forms of abuse that Harry has experienced, the thought of everything
being fake or imagined causes him great amounts of stress.
However, once Harry has finally boarded the Hogwarts Express from Platform 9 ¾, his
fears shift from being denied entry to this world and from it being a hoax to being accepted by
his new classmates. Because Harry has never had a positive school experience, he frets about
whether or not people will like him, how he will make friends, and if he will be the worst student
in class because he has no magical experience (100). But unlike any other time in Harry’s life, he
finally has someone to share these anxiety-ridden thoughts with: Ron Weasley, a red-headed boy
that Harry met at the train station. Although they have just met, Harry and Ron bond over the
fact that neither of them had access to much money or new clothes and toys growing up (100).
As a pure-blood wizard, Ron has known about Hogwarts all of his life and he eases Harry’s
doubts and stress by sharing information about their new school. But even though Harry has
begun the process of finding his footing in this new environment, he has many more obstacles
that he must overcome before he can truly believe in himself and trust that he is both capable and
deserving of his education at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry.
Before Harry can begin his education, he must be sorted into one of the four houses at
Hogwarts just like the other first-year students. The Sorting Ceremony is conducted by the
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Sorting Hat, a sentient being that looks inside one’s mind and sees who that person is at the core
of their being (117). Harry is not only worried and full of nerves about the Ceremony and the fact
that everyone will be watching him (115), but he also frets that he won’t be chosen at all (120).
Because of the Dursleys' neglect and emotional abuse, Harry has never truly felt wanted or
welcomed. He views himself as less because he has always been treated as such. Not only was he
unwanted by his family members, but Harry was also rejected by the students at his old school.
Harry’s past experiences fuel his fears and anxieties, making them seem more likely and
probable. To him, his line of thinking isn’t just a worse-case scenario, but rather a predetermined
outcome. However, to his great surprise, Harry is sorted into the house of his choosing:
Gryffindor, the house where the brave at heart reside (121). Welcomed with open arms and
surrounded by his new family, Harry finally relaxes for the first time since coming to Hogwarts.
Even though he was distressed and full of dismay at the possibility of being denied, Harry
persisted and forced himself to move forward. In doing so, he discovered that he not only has
some form of autonomy over his circumstances but also that uncomfortable situations can open
doors that were previously closed.
Despite Harry’s childhood experiences and the resulting impacts on his mental health, he
actively tries to treat others with the kindness and respect that was not given to him. Harry does
not let the darkness that he has had to face overcome him; instead, he uses it to become a more
compassionate and understanding person. He remembers how he felt when he was ostracized by
the other students at his old school and makes an effort to talk to and include people that others
have deemed as “weird.” Neville Longbottom, a first-year Gryffindor, is quiet and clumsy which
makes him an easy target for bullies like Draco Malfoy, a pure-blood Slytherin who believes that
he is superior due to his family name. And although Neville has a difficult time standing up for
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himself, Harry has no issue speaking up on his behalf. During their first flying lesson, Neville
breaks his wrist and has to go to the hospital wing, accidentally leaving behind a gift given to
him by his grandmother (147). Not only does Draco cruelly mock Neville behind his back, but he
also grabs the object and claims it as his own. Harry, having experienced bullying all too often,
confronts Draco and risks breaking the rules by flying without an adult present in order to get
Neville’s property back. Without a second thought, Harry instinctively acts to defend someone
who cannot stand up for himself regardless of the consequences (148). Because no one had ever
defended or stood up for Harry in the past, he wants to be that person for others now. Despite the
fact that Harry could be punished or even expelled, he does not let that stop him from doing what
he believes is right. Even at the potential expense of his own mental health, Harry places the
well-being of others above his own. Ultimately, Harry is seen on his broom by Professor
McGonagall and endures severe anxiety at the thought of being kicked out of Hogwarts (150).
He worries that he will be forced to go live with the Dursleys and never be allowed entry into the
Wizarding World again. However, rather than receiving punishment, Harry’s actions are
rewarded. He is offered a spot on the Quidditch team, even though first years aren’t normally
allowed to play this dangerous sport (152). Because Harry took a risk, put himself in an
uncomfortable situation, and stood by his morals of defending others who cannot defend
themselves, he saw that he is capable of more than he thinks. He learned that good things come
to those who do the right thing, even if doing the right thing is hard, scary, or potentially
dangerous.
Although Harry constantly deals with cruel remarks directed toward him by Draco, he
now has the love and support of his chosen family to curb his fears, doubts, and anxiety. Harry
strengthens his relationship with Ron and builds a new friendship with Hermione Granger, a
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Muggle-born witch who is also in Gryffindor. As their bond cements, Harry learns to rely on
them and discovers that he doesn’t have to shoulder his burdens alone. As Christmas approaches,
Draco reminds Harry that he is “‘not wanted at home’” (195) and that he doesn’t have a proper
family. And while these harsh comments may have stuck with Harry in the past, he remains
unbothered by Draco’s cruelty. Instead of Draco’s words having the intended impact on Harry,
they actually make Harry reflect on the reason why Draco is acting this way. He ignores Draco’s
taunts because he knows that the Slytherin is “jealous and angry” (195) that Harry has found his
place within the Gryffindor House and Hogwarts as a whole. This mature approach to Draco’s
childish behavior is reinforced by Harry’s security in himself and the people that he has chosen
to surround himself with. Harry doesn’t “feel sorry for himself at all” (195) because he finally
has relationships with people who value and appreciate him. He is no longer made to feel like a
second thought or a burden forced upon others; he can finally see that he is someone that others
actively choose and want to be around because of who he is at the center of his being. He knows
that he is more than his circumstances and that actions are what truly define people.
But despite his new friendships, Harry has internalized certain behaviors that the
Dursleys built and reinforced. Subconsciously, Harry has become accustomed to setting low
expectations and learned to not expect anything from anyone because of the constant
disappointment, abuse, and neglect that he endured from the Dursleys. He has never been shown
signs of affection or appreciation, not even on his birthday or during holidays. Even though he
now has friends that support him, he believes that they don’t owe him anything. To Harry, the
gift of friendship from Ron and Hermione is more than enough, more than he had ever imagined
for himself. However, on Christmas morning, Harry finds a small pile of packages addressed to
him much to his surprise. He receives a gift from Hagrid, Hermione, and even Ron’s mom in the
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form of a hand-knitted sweater (200). In addition, someone has sent him an Invisibility Cloak, a
rare item made from material that turns the wearer completely invisible to others. These gifts, no
matter how small or seemingly insignificant, mean the world to Harry. He had been sure that he
would have no presents, as he has always been forgotten about and, at best, an afterthought. But
by sending him gifts that were specifically chosen for him, Harry’s friends once again show him
that he matters to people and that he is worthy of love. Their actions combat the doubts that the
Dursleys planted and sowed, working to deconstruct these thoughts that linger in Harry’s mind.
This act of kindness proves that family is not only determined by blood; family can be created
and built.
As Harry finally experiences the love that should have been freely given to him
throughout his life, his resolve to help others see their value and self-worth only increases.
Although Harry ignores Draco’s snide remarks and taunts, he is not the only person subjected to
Draco’s bullying. Neville is continuously sought out by Draco and his group of friends and
suffers from both verbal and physical attacks. When the Golden Trio questions why Neville
doesn’t tell a professor or stand up for himself, he tearfully replies, “‘I’m not brave enough to be
in Gryffindor’” (218). By sharing this thought, Neville opens himself up for potential ridicule
after everything that he has already endured. But he also shares his burdens and allows himself to
be vulnerable, creating a space to reveal and talk about his fears and self-doubt. Harry, the first to
respond, tells Neville that “‘You’re worth twelve of Malfoy’” (218). Rather than taking a
redundant approach of trying to convince Neville that he is brave enough to be in the House,
Harry instead focuses on his character. It doesn’t matter whether Neville is brave or not, it
matters who he is as a person and how he treats others. Actions speak louder than words, and by
bullying and belittling other students Draco shows how insecure and unhappy he is. Harry
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reminds Neville that people care about him and that others can see his self-worth even if he
can’t. Because of this conversation that began because of Neville’s vulnerability, he finds the
courage to speak up for himself the next time that Draco tries to degrade him (223). Even though
Neville knows that he has friends, he got stuck in his head and was caught up in his negative
thoughts. But by sharing those difficult and often embarrassing emotions, Neville found the help
and support that he didn’t even realize that he needed.
Because of the new home and family that Harry has found at Hogwarts, he would do
anything to protect them, even at the expense of himself. As Hermione, Ron, and Harry finally
piece together that Voldemort, the Dark Wizard responsible for the death of Harry’s parents, is
trying to obtain the Sorcerer’s Stone, an object that can grant immortal life, Harry decides that he
must stop Voldemort himself. Even though he would face unknown dangers and could
potentially die, Harry remains firm in his resolution. He believes that this is the right thing to do.
If he stands idly by, then Voldemort will return and change the Wizarding World as they know it.
Hogwarts would potentially be turned “into a school for the Dark Arts” (270), people would
begin dying and disappearing again, and Voldemort will find Harry to finally murder him like he
tried to do years before. Through this decision and the explanation he provided to convince Ron
and Hermione, Harry reveals the reason why he always defends those who cannot defend
themselves: if he has the ability to help someone, to make their life easier, then why would he
not? By doing nothing, he would enable that behavior to continue. Someone has to put a stop to
it, someone has to do something, so why should it not be him? For years, Harry had no one to
turn to for help, no one to talk to. The Dursleys were never confronted about their treatment of
Harry, allowing the cycle of abuse to continue. But because he had no one, Harry can now make
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sure that he can be someone for others to talk to, to rely on. Regardless of how dangerous the
situation may be, Harry will protect and defend others as fiercely as he should have been.
After defeating the various obstacles meant to protect the Sorcerer’s Stone, Harry finally
confronts Voldemort and is forced to relive the trauma of losing his parents. Not only does Harry
discover that Voldemort is sharing a body with one of his professors, but also that he has been
taking a class taught by this man for the entire school year. Disturbingly, the back of Professor
Quirrell’s head is Voldemort’s face and he has no issues talking directly to Harry. The
once-powerful Dark Wizard who murdered Harry’s parents in cold blood is now nothing more
than a parasite, a fragment of his old self. But his current condition does not hinder or alter his
desire to be feared, his need to inflict pain. Without remorse, Voldemort recounts the night that
he murdered Harry’s parents. He tells Harry that “I killed your father first, and he put up a
courageous fight… but your mother needn’t have died… she was trying to protect you” (294).
Not only does Voldemort bring up that night to make Harry suffer, but he also does so in order to
plant seeds of guilt in Harry’s mind. By telling Harry that his mother didn’t have to die,
Voldemort is casting blame. Even though he was the person that killed Harry’s mother,
Voldemort is trying to convince Harry that it was his fault, that he is the reason why his parents
are dead. But Harry, having learned ways to cope with his burdens and to share their weight with
others, does not let this murderer manipulate him. Harry stands firm in his resistance against
Voldemort, despite the pain and trauma that he brings up. Rather than allowing the suffering of
his past to overcome him, Harry uses it to remind himself why he is here. It reinforces and fuels
his resolve, showing that loss and hardships make people stronger.
As Voldemort disappears again and the school year comes to an end, Harry must say
goodbye to his new home and family; however, the lessons that he’s learned and the
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self-confidence that he’s discovered will always stay with him. Even though Harry must return to
the Dursley's home and be subjected to a summer of neglect and abuse, he is no longer the quiet,
timid boy that he was a year ago. He has faced bullies, monsters, and the demons in his head,
while also navigating an entirely different world. Harry knows who he is now, along with his
morals and values. He discovered that it is impossible for him to sit idly by when he knows that
something is wrong or should be changed, which gives him the strength and courage to stand up
for himself. As he says goodbye to Ron and Hermione, he slyly informs them that “They don’t
know we’re not allowed to use magic at home. I’m going to have a lot of fun with Dudley this
summer…” (309). If Harry cannot change how the Dursleys treat him, then he will ensure that
they at least fear him. He is not a burden or a second thought: he is a person who should be
treated with dignity and respect, and at long last Harry finally believes that.

Mental Health in Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix
Type

Depression

Chapters

Scene

Has felt hopeless all summer (7); dementors attack Harry and Dudley,
everything is dark, cold, and there is no happiness (16-19); recount
1 (1-19); 2
dementor account and feelings (30-31); Harry flips from furious energy
(20-41); 3
to lethargy due to Ministry meeting (44); Harry is "suspended in misery"
(42-58); 11
(45); Harry is sick of being stared at and talked about and no one knows
(200-20); 12
what it is like to be him (217); Harry continuously snaps at Ron and
(221-49); 21
Hermione (235, 237); Harry grows resentful towards Hogwarts, has
(441-465); 24
been banned from Quidditch (451); Sirius has "fits of sullens" where he
(516-42); 35
isolates himself (516); Harry watches Sirius die (806); Voldemort
(781-806); 36
possesses Harry and causes him great pain, causing Harry to want to die
(807-19); 37
and see Sirius again (816); Harry blames himself for Sirius's death
(820-44); 38
(820-4); Harry becomes aware that he must either kill Voldemort or die
(845-70)
in order for the war to end (844); Harry experiences the stages of grief
(850, 855-6, 860-2)
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Anxiety

Has a hearing with the Ministry of Magic and might be expelled from
2 (20-41); 9 Hogwarts (33); Harry didn't make prefect, worries about why (166-7);
(152-78); 10 Harry has a stress nightmare and wakes up in a panic (179); Ron worries
(179-99); 14 about his first Quidditch match and has self-doubt in his abilities (402);
(279-305); 19 Harry saw Mr. Weasley get attacked by a snake and feels guilty about
(397-419); 22 the incident happening (477, 481); Harry doesn't know what to think of
(466-91); 28 his father after watching Snape's memory, is horrified by his actions
(624-50); 29 (650, 653-4); Harry is extremely nervous to talk to Sirius about the
(651-75); 35 memory that he saw (659); Harry questions if he wants to be like his
(781-806)
father anymore (667); Harry worries he led his friends to their death to
rescue Sirius (782)

Physical
Abuse/Violence

Vernon grabs Harry by the throat and chokes him (4); in detention with
Umbridge, Harry has to use a quill that etches the words he writes on
1 (1-19); 13
paper onto his hand (267); Harry doubts that the scars on his hand from
(250-78); 16
detention with Umbridge will ever fade (330); Umbridge grabs a student
(330-49); 27
and shakes her violently (616); Filch says he will be allowed to whip
(599-623); 28
students when Umbridge issues a new decree (628); Filch gains
(624-50); 29
approvalto whip students (673); Filch patrols corridors with a horsewhip
(651-75); 30
(677); Umbridge grabs Harry by his hair and throws him from her (742);
(676-702); 32
Umbridge drugged students with Veritaserum so they would tell her the
(729-50); 35
truth (744); Umbridge almost used the Cruciatus Curse (illegal torture
(781-806)
spell) on Harry in order to gain answers (746); Bellatrix tortures Neville
(800)

Emotional Abuse

Vernon blames Harry for Dudley's pain (36); Umbridge states that
2 (20-41); 12
Cedric's death was an accident and dismisses Harry's experiences (245);
(221-49); 13
Harry decides not to tell his friends about his physical punishment
(250-78)
because he does not want their pity (269)
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Bullying

Dudley makes fun of Harry for having nightmares about Cedric's death
(15); The Daily Prophet published fake stories to turn Harry into a joke
1 (1-19); 4 (74); Draco and friends bully Ron because his family is poor and
(59-78); 14 Angelina for her hairstyle (290-1); Draco says that Harry deserves to be
(279-305); 17 in a mental hospital and Ron's dad should be fired (361); Snape
(350-73); 19 dismisses accounts of Slytherins bullying other students regardless of
(397-419); 28 witnesses (400); Draco says negative things about the Weasley family
(624-50); 29 and brings Harry's mother into it, a fight ensues (412-3); Harry watches
(651-75)
a memory of Snape's about his father and Sirius tormenting him in front
of other students (646-9); Snape purposefully breaks Harry's sample
potion in class as punishment for viewing his memory (661)

Neglect

2 (20-41); 3
(42-58); 10
(179-99); 37
(820-44)

Vernon attempts to kick Harry out of the house and abandon him (39);
Harry is locked in his room and forbidden to leave, eat food from the
fridge, or watch TV/listen to the radio (45); Harry feels abandoned by
Ron and Hermione because they're both prefects (184); Sirius treated
Kreacher with indifference and neglect (833-4)

Post Traumatic Stress
Disorder

1 (1-19); 12
(221-49); 23
(492-515)

Has nightmares of Cedric's death (15); has regular nightmares about the
graveyard from the previous book (238); Harry feels "dirty,
contaminated" and "unworthy" because he had seen Mr. Weasley's
attack (492-4, 497)

Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix, the fifth book in this series, shows Harry
grappling with both depression and the trauma of witnessing the death of Cedric Diggory, a sixth
year student at Hogwarts, that occurred towards the end of the fourth book. As Harry tries to
come to terms with this loss, he fully comes into and embraces his savior complex. Because he
was unable to save Cedric, Harry now feels as though he has to save everyone else around him.
Often risking and putting his own mental health in jeopardy, Harry persistently places himself in
dangerous situations. But despite the demons that Harry constantly has to battle, he remains firm
in his morals and continues to actively fight against the injustices that he witnesses.
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Within the first chapter of this book, Harry and his cousin Dudley are attacked by
dementors and are forced to face their darkest thoughts. Dementors are creatures that live in the
Wizarding World and they draw upon their victims' worst memory, bringing it to the front of that
person’s mind. At the same time, they destroy any good feeling or thought of hope from that
person, leaving them with nothing but the most terrible thoughts in their own mind. As
representations of depression, dementors act swiftly and effectively, often surprising their victims
and rendering them helpless. Such is the case with Harry and Dudley, as they are walking home
when suddenly everything becomes dark and cold (16). Harry feels “no happiness in him” (18)
as one of the creatures draws closer and places its hands on him, making him almost fully at the
mercy of this being. However, despite this situation, Harry overcomes the utter hopelessness that
he experiences and casts a Patronus, a protective charm that renders dementors ineffective (18).
And while Harry does fight back against these creatures and protects both himself and his cousin,
this encounter sets the mood for the rest of the book. Unlike the other works of this series, this
story will not be lighthearted and fun; instead, it will be full of dark and intrusive thoughts,
constantly trying to render Harry helpless.
In addition to the feeling of hopelessness that follows Harry, he is also subjected to
physical abuse and violence for speaking up about his traumatic experiences. Dolores Umbridge,
the new Defense Against the Dark Arts professor, has come from the Ministry of Magic to
ensure that students are not too heavily influenced by the opinions of Dumbledore (214). She
holds a grudge against Harry in particular (242) and reiterates the Ministry’s statement that the
death of Cedric Diggory was a “tragic accident” (245) when Harry tries to tell people that
Voldemort has returned and that they need to prepare for war. Because Harry tries to bring
awareness to this grave situation and honor Cedric’s death with the truth, he receives a detention
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for shouting at Umbridge (247). However, this detention is not normal. He is instructed to write
“I must not tell lies” with a special quill and watches as the words appear on the back of his
hand, “cut into his skin as though traced there by a scalpel” (267). On top of the pain and trauma
of witnessing his friend’s death, Harry now must endure physical torture for speaking up and
refusing to be silenced. However, instead of this abuse having the intended effect, it has the
opposite: Harry will not give Umbridge the satisfaction of breaking and censoring him. Despite
the physical pain that Harry knows he will experience, he continues to do what he believes is
right. Harry goes against Umbridge and undermines her constantly. She regularly gives him
detentions, so much so that Harry doubts that the scar will ever fade (330). Because Harry does
not want Cedric’s memory to be tarnished or for him to have died in vain, Harry suffers through
this abuse and allows himself to carry an outward scar that represents his inward trauma.
In spite of the mental health issues that Harry is experiencing, he decides to actively fight
against Umbridge by becoming the leader of a group of students called Dumbledore’s Army.
With Umbridge and the Ministry insisting that Voldemort has not returned, students are not
learning defensive spells or other ways to protect themselves. Because Harry has seen firsthand
what can happen to people without the proper knowledge needed to defend themselves, he
cannot sit idly by and allow more people to get hurt. However, after holding an interest meeting
in the town outside of Hogwarts, the students discover that Umbridge has declared that any
student who belongs to a club not approved by her will be expelled (352). But because Harry
knows that teaching his fellow students how to defend themselves is the difference between life
and death, he tells his peers, “‘We’re going to do it anyway, of course’” (354). Despite the fact
that Harry could face punishment and expulsion, he is not fazed by these obstacles. He knows
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from experience that doing what is right is often a difficult task and he has never been one to shy
away from a challenge.
With Cedric’s death still fresh on Harry’s mind, he experiences feelings of guilt and
anxiety when others are placed in dangerous situations. Despite the fact that these circumstances
often have nothing to do with Harry, he still feels as though he is responsible for everyone and
that it is his duty to protect them. One night, as Harry is sleeping, he dreams that he is a snake
and that he attacks a man (462-63). But once he wakes, Harry knows that the man is Ron’s father
and that this event actually happened. Despite seeking help immediately and informing various
professors, Harry is “full of horrible hot, bubbling guilt… it was no good telling himself that by
raising the alarm he had ensured that Mr. Weasley was found, because there was also the
inescapable business of it being he who had attacked Mr. Weasley in the first place” (477).
Because he had seen this event occur through the eyes of the snake, Harry feels accountable for
this horrific situation; he cannot see that he did not actually do this act himself. He has been
retraumatized and is forced to revisit the emotions that he felt directly after Cedric’s death, as he
was completely helpless to stop anything. Mr. Weasley was attacked because he happened to be
at the wrong place at the wrong time, yet Harry cannot stop blaming himself for not making sure
that Mr. Weasley was never in the wrong place to begin with. While this line of thinking appears
irrational, Harry is unable to stop these intrusive, anxiety-riddled thoughts. His need to save
everyone overpowers his desire to relieve himself of his internal torment, as he also believes that
he deserves to suffer.
As Harry’s mental health continues to deteriorate, he discovers that his father was not the
man that he thought he was. After Harry’s professors found out that he witnessed Mr. Weasley’s
attack through the eyes of the snake, they realized that Harry’s mind is vulnerable to
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psychological ambushes. In order to rectify this situation, Harry must learn to shield his mind
with the help of Professor Snape (518-19). One night, as Snape leaves the room for a moment,
Harry discovers a Pensieve, a contraption that allows one to view memories, full of Snape’s
thoughts (639). Curious, Harry decides to view Snape’s memories without his permission. In
doing so, Harry watches as his father, James, ruthlessly bullies Snape. James and his best friend,
Sirius, who is also Harry’s godfather, send a spell at Snape that forces soap into his mouth,
“making him gag, choking him” (646). When asked what Snape’s ever done to him, James
replies, “‘it’s more the fact that he exists’” before he sends another spell at the boy that hoists
him into the air and reveals his undergarments to the surrounding students (647). This situation
happens repeatedly, with James and Sirius tormenting Snape for no reason. Watching these
memories is a pivotal moment for Harry, as he had always placed his father upon a pedestal. He
thought that James could do no wrong, yet seeing these heartless actions firsthand completely
shatters this image that Harry had in his mind.
Unable to understand his father’s behavior, Harry begins to question everything that he
thought he knew. Harry, having experienced bullying throughout his time at Muggle schools and
at Hogwarts, feels “so horrified and unhappy” because “he knew how it felt to be humiliated in
the middle of a circle of onlookers” (650). He had never imagined that his father could be so
cruel, as “He had always been so sure that his parents had been wonderful people” (653). With
this thought destroyed, Harry now feels lost, confused, and lied to. He begins to question his
identity, who he is at the core of his being. Before watching Snape’s memories, Harry had always
wanted to be exactly like his father; he wanted to be brave enough to die for what he believes in
and be strong enough to continue to hold firm in his morals despite whatever situation he may
face. Now, Harry can’t help but wonder, “did he want to be like his father anymore?” (667). The
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one thing that Harry thought was for certain was that his parents were amazing people that
everyone loved and respected, but this image has been utterly shattered. The carelessness that
James exuded when cursing Snape does not match up with the stories that Harry has been told
for the last few years, and he cannot rectify the situation without having a conversation with
Sirius regardless of how painful that talk may be.
Harry decides to confront Sirius in order to alleviate his anxious thoughts that are slowly
spiraling. Because Harry has never been one to shy away from the harshness of reality, he knows
that he must get to the bottom of this situation. And although he is filled with anxiety (659),
Harry overcomes his emotions in order to discover the truth. While attempting to give context to
the memory that Harry viewed, Sirius tries to justify James’s behavior by saying that “‘He was
only fifteen.’” Harry immediately dismisses him by responding, “‘I’m fifteen!’” (670). Harry, the
same age as his father when he tormented Snape, does not accept the excuse that James was
young and didn’t know any better. Being cruel, belittling, and intentionally humiliating others is
never okay, regardless of how old one is.
And while Harry does come to terms with the fact that people have multitudes, this
important moment reaffirms Harry’s values and morals. It takes nothing to be kind to others, and
when Harry found himself in an uncomfortable situation he pushed onwards and had a difficult
conversation. Harry teaches the reader that communication is important and can often resolve
different issues and dilemmas, while also showing that it is vital to stay true to yourself. James,
Harry’s idol, did not meet the expectations that Harry had set for him. However, rather than
changing those expectations, Harry holds James accountable for his behavior through his
conversation with Sirius. In doing so, Harry conveys to the reader that one must speak up when
they know that something is wrong instead of just being a passive bystander.
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As Harry persistently resists Umbridge and her overbearing rules, her attempts to censor
and break him increase in violence. Rather than continuing to hide her appreciation for grotesque
and medieval torture in detention sessions, Umbridge begins to physically harm students in front
of others. Harry, having had another “dream” that Sirius is in mortal danger, decides to break into
Umbridge’s office to try and contact him. However, Umbridge catches Harry in her office
without permission and harshly grabs him by the hair before throwing him from her, making him
slam into a desk (742). Other students are present to witness this situation, yet they can’t do
much to help Harry as Umbridge’s behavior becomes progressively worse. Not only does she
attempt to drug Harry with a truth-telling potion (744), but she also threatens to use the Cruciatus
Curse, an illegal torture spell that can make people mentally insane, on him (746). Drunk on
power, Umbridge abuses her position and harms children both physically and mentally. Harry,
always willing to sacrifice himself for others, is prepared to endure whatever torment Umbridge
can imagine. Despite the issues with his mental health that Harry has been experiencing
throughout the year, he remains steadfast in his belief in protecting others no matter what.
Through his actions, Harry shows people that it is not always easy to do what is right and that it
is often strenuous and scary.
After escaping Umbridge, Harry and his friends find themselves subjected to violence
once again. They travel to the Ministry of Magic in order to save Sirius and instead discover that
Death Eaters, Voldemort’s followers, are waiting for them. As these fifteen-year-old children
battle against the parents of their fellow classmates, almost all of Harry’s friends are injured in
some way: Hermione takes a curse to the chest (792), Neville’s nose is broken (792) and he
endures the Cruciatus Curse (800-801), Ginny breaks her ankle (795) and takes a spell to the face
(798), Ron is hit with a curse that gives him concussion-like effects (796), and Luna is thrown
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into a desk and knocked unconscious (797). Harry, who fights alongside his friends, can do
nothing to protect them from this ruthless brutality. Not only does he suffer immense guilt for
putting his friends in this situation to begin with, but he also has to experience his worst memory,
his worst nightmare for a second time.
Harry witnesses another death and is forced to relive the trauma of both losing Cedric and
not being able to do anything to help. Sirius, the only father figure that Harry has ever known, is
hit with a curse and disappears behind a veil, “which fluttered for a moment as though in a high
wind and then fell back into place” (806). Harry watches as Sirius falls, unable to stop him from
dying, unable to save him. In shock, Harry cannot process that he lost the man who means
everything to him (807). Shortly after this life-changing event, Voldemort himself appears and
attempts to kill Harry once again. However, shrouded in grief and mental anguish, Harry “had
not even opened his mouth to resist” (813) when Voldemort sent the Killing Curse at him. Too
exhausted and drained to try to save himself, Harry is willing to give into Voldemort, to let him
win, to allow for his inner demons to overpower him. And while Harry is rescued by
Dumbledore (813), his suicidal thoughts do not subside. In a final attempt to murder Harry,
Voldemort possesses him and forces him to experience the worst pain imaginable. Harry begs for
Dumbledore to kill him, to “Let the pain stop” so that he’ll “see Sirius again” (816). However,
instead of this physical and mental torment fully consuming Harry, the anguish of losing Sirius
actually saves him. By experiencing emotions other than hatred and greed which Voldemort
feeds off of, Harry is able to resist this possession and force Voldemort out of his mind. The raw,
human emotions that engulf Harry show that he is still alive and that he will survive this
seemingly unbearable hardship.
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As Harry begins the process of healing from Sirius’s death, he is surrounded by loved
ones who ensure that he is being taken care of. With his fifth year at Hogwarts coming to an end,
Harry prepares to return to the Dursleys. However, as he gets off of the Hogwarts Express, Harry
sees all of the people that he loves and values waiting for him: Mr. and Mrs. Weasley, Mad-Eye
Moody, Nymphadora Tonks, Remus Lupin, and Fred and George Weasley (867). His chosen
family is there for him when he needs them the most, ready to remind him that he matters and is
loved. They protect him, as they “‘thought we might have a little chat with your aunt and uncle
before letting them take you home’” (868). Harry, overcome with emotion at the thought of them
caring deeply enough for him to do that, is at a loss for words. By adding this scene, the reader
learns that sharing your burdens with others allows you to heal and get the help that you may not
even be aware that you need. Leaning on loved ones and being vulnerable about your pain can
help alleviate trauma, much more than internalizing your emotions and trying to sort through
them alone.
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Mental Health in Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows
Type

Anxiety

Chapters

Scene

Harry worries that the Dursely's will be tortured and murdered like his
parents if they don't leave their house (35); Harry fears that people have
been hurt while moving him to a safe house and blames himself (66);
3 (30-42); 5 Harry's fear that people have been hurt begins to consume him (75);
(63-85); 15 Harry worries about people suffering on his behalf, tries to go on Horcrux
(284-310); 26 journey alone (82-83); Ron leaves Harry and Hermione because he fears
(519-43); 31 for the safety of his family (309); Harry feels incredibly anxious leading
(608-37); 33 up into breaking into Gringotts and fears that something is going to go
(659-90); 34 wrong (522); Harry feels overwhelmed and full of panic while trying to
(691-704)
find the Horcrux during the battle preparations at Hogwarts (612); Harry
wonders how things could be different, how many people could still be
alive if he had given himself up (662); Harry now knows that he must die
to defeat Voldemort and fears the end (691-3)
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Physical
Abuse/Violence

Post Traumatic Stress
Disorder

George loses an ear from a curse during the battle of moving Harry
somewhere safe (69); Voldemort forces Draco to torture another Death
Eater (174); Voldemort forced Kreacher to drink poison and laughed at
his pain then left him to die (194); a man was tortured before being killed
in an attempt to find out where Harry is, Dedalus Diggle's house was
burned down, and Tonks's family was tortured for the same reason (206);
5 (63-85); 9 Harry watches Voldemort kill a woman and her children through their
(160-75); 10 mind connection (233); Ron is spliched from Apparating and bleeds
(176-200); 11 profusely, Harry worries he will die (269); Harry witnesses Voldemort
(201-22); 12 kill someone through their mind connection (280); Harry, Ron and
(223-45); 14 Hermione listen to the radio and hear that Ted Tonks, Dirk Cresswell and
(268-83); 22 a goblin named Gornuk were killed along with a Muggle family that had
(424-45); 23 five members (439); Harry and Ron witness Peter Pettigrew's death
(446-76); 26 (470-1); Harry watches Voldemort kill someone (472); Bellatrix tortures
(519-43); 27 Hermione (472); the dragon in Gringotts has been conditioned to expect
(544-53); 29 pain when it hears a certain noise (536); Harry sees Voldemort murder
(571-88); 30 countless people when he discovers that Harry broke into the Lestrange
(589-607); 32 Vault (549); Neville talks about the Carrows, two Death Eaters, that work
(638-58); 36 at Hogwarts-- students get beaten up by them and they force students to
(724-52)
use the Cruciatus Curse on students in detention (572-3); if students
misbehave then their family is taken hostage as punishment (574);
student was tortured for helping release a first-year student from chains
(575); Harry uses the torture curse on a Death Eater because he spat on
McGonagall (593); Harry, Ron and Hermione watch Nagini kill Snape on
Voldemort's orders (656); Voldemort uses the torture curse on Harry's
"dead" body (726)

Harry recalls dreams of people getting injured/dying (44); Harry has
4 (43-62); 11 flashes of memories of Sirius's, Dumbledore's, and his mother's death
(201-22); 12 after Lupin tries to join Harry while his wife is pregnant (215); after
(223-45)
seeing Voldemort kill a family, Harry is reminded of Credric's death
(233)
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Loss

Harry witnesses Hedwig die from a curse meant for him (55-56);
Mad-Eye Moody was killed while moving Harry to a safe house (78);
Harry reflects on the people that he's lost: Dumbledore, Sirius, his
parents, his owl, Mad-Eye (84); Hermione erased herself from her
4 (43-62); 5 parents memories to protect them (96-97); Harry finds a letter his Mom
(63-85); 6
had written and he sees it as proof that she had actually lived (181);
(86-110); 10 Kreacher watched Regulus die by being drowned (196); Ron left and
(176-200); 16 Harry describes it as though he died (311); Harry visits the graves of his
(311-29); 17 parents and breaks down from the loss (328-9); Harry lives through
(330-49); 18 Voldemort's memories and thoughts of the night James and Lily Potter
(350-62); 21 were murdered (343-5); Harry's wand breaks and he feels fear and panic
(405-23); 22 (348); Harry feels weak, vulnerable, naked without his wand and digs his
(424-45); 23 fingers into his arms to resist physical pain (350); Harry questions how
(446-76); 24 much more loss he can take (360); Luna was kidnapped (419); Ted Tonks
(477-501); 31 was murdered (439); Harry watches Dobby die after he helped them
(608-37); 33 escape from the Malfoy Manor (475-6); Harry mourns Dobby and is
(659-90); 34 consumed with grief (478); Draco's friend Crabbe dies (634); Fred
(691-704); 35 Weasley dies (637); Harry sees dead bodies in the Great Hall and comes
(705-23)
across the bodies of Lupin and Tonks (661); Harry watches Snape's
memory of discovering that Lily Potter was murdered (678); Harry sees
that Colin Creevey, a young student, is dead (694); Dumbledore tells the
story of his sister's death and shares that he fears that he struck the killing
blow to her (718)
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Depression

8 (137-59); 9
(160-75); 10
(176-200); 13
(246-67); 15
(284-310); 16
(311-39); 28
(554-70); 32
(638-58); 34
(691-704); 35
(705-23); 36
(724-52)

Harry feels drained and empty as he reflects on his relationship with
Dumbledore-- he was not who Harry thought he was (158); Harry thinks
about how Voldemort used the mind connection between the two of them
and it resulted in Sirius's death (173); Harry questions Dumbledore's
actions and intentions-- did he ever care about Harry at all? Was he okay
with watching neglect? (177); Harry feels hopeless while around
dementors and sees people trying to protect themselves from the despair
and the cold by huddling down (257); dementors are wandering through a
Muggle town and although they can't see them, they feel the despair
(285); Harry feels hopeless and the pressure to find the Horcruxes is
overwhelming him (313); dementors come near Harry and he feels the
unnatural cold and hopelessness (556); Harry feels the loss of Fred and
the capture of Hagrid as dementors come near him and wonders if death
would be better because of how many people are injured and dying for
him (648-9); Harry feels the chill of dementors and trembles with the
thought of his death (697); Dumbledore admits the resentment that he felt
towards his family and the later guilt and self-hatred towards himself
(715-7); the war was won but Harry reflects that happiness will come
later, when the exhaustion and pain from losing so many people isn't as
fresh (746)

The final book in the Harry Potter series, Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows, deals
with loss, pain, and trauma. Rather than being with all of his friends and protecting them from
the horrors of war, Harry, along with Hermione and Ron, must travel and find Voldemort’s
Horcruxes, which are fragments of his soul that have been separated from the whole so that he
can survive death. In order to stop the Second Wizarding War, the Golden Trio must destroy
these artifacts of dark magic before confronting Voldemort himself. However, because of this
task, Harry must be a bystander to the violence inflicted on those that he loves and cares for.
Because of this situation, Harry suffers from severe anxiety and depression. He frets for his peers
and their families, and deals with continuous trauma, as he regularly hears of death and other
forms of violence while also witnessing it firsthand due to the mind connection that he shares
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with Voldemort. Harry suffers both mentally and physically for the greater good of the Wizarding
World, while also fighting back against the tyrannical reign of Voldemort and his Death Eaters;
his morals do not waiver as he perseveres in doing what he believes is right.
Despite the way that the Dursleys have treated him for the majority of his life, Harry still
tries to protect them from becoming casualties of the war. Harry, knowing that Voldemort will do
anything to harm him, worries that the Dursleys will be tortured and murdered like his parents if
they don’t go into hiding (35). Even though this family has neglected him, abused him both
physically and mentally, and bullied him, Harry puts aside his own feelings and does what he
always does: try to protect people who cannot protect themselves. He knows that the Dursleys
would not stand a chance against Voldemort or the Death Eaters and reminds them that they “will
be able to find you and will certainly attack you” (35). His morals will not allow him to leave the
Dursleys defenseless, regardless of who they are and what they have done. Instead, Harry sees
them simply as people that need help. By looking beyond their treatment of him and trying to
save their lives, Harry shows the Dursleys that they have been wrong about him and that his
principles apply to everyone, not just those who “deserve” to be saved. While he doesn’t forgive
them for the torment that they have subjected him to, Harry communicates that they have a right
to live and be free, just like everyone else.
Quickly thrust into battle, Harry must face the consequences of war sooner than he had
expected. As Harry turns seventeen, he must be moved to a safe house in order to protect him
from Death Eaters (45). Members of the Order of the Phoenix, the group that is actively resisting
Voldemort, devise a plan to move Harry quickly and quietly; however, they are attacked by
Voldemort’s followers almost immediately after they begin traveling (55). And while Harry
escapes from the impromptu battle relatively unharmed, not everyone is so lucky. He witnesses
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the death of Hedwig, his owl from his first year, as she takes a curse that was meant for him
(55-56). Harry sees George Weasley be carried into the safe house unconscious and covered in
blood, as he lost one of his ears due to a dark curse (69). He also discovers that Mad-Eye Moody,
one of the best Aurors (highly trained law enforcement officials), was murdered (78). Harry, full
of “a mixture of fear and guilt” (66), feels it envelop him and “crawl over his skin” (75) as he
sees the solemn faces of his friends surrounding him. He blames himself for the attack, as
everyone was in that situation to help move Harry to safety. He is consumed by his guilt and
anxiety, as he wasn’t able to save Hedwig, Mad-Eye, or even George. As his thoughts begin to
spiral, Harry wonders if he should just leave “before they had to suffer any more on his behalf”
(82-83). Harry must endure the trauma of losing people that he loves once again, making him
reflect on everything that he has already been through; he has lost his parents, his godfather, his
owl, Mad-Eye, and even Dumbledore (84). But instead of focusing on himself and his
well-being, Harry is more concerned about the people around him. True to his personality, Harry
is willing to place himself in danger if that means that others will be taken care of.
As he falls asleep, Harry is often thrust into Voldemort’s mind and sees through his eyes;
instead of actually being able to rest, Harry must bear witness to the atrocities that Voldemort is
committing and know that he can do nothing to help these people. One night, Harry watches as
Voldemort murders a woman and her two young children without a second thought (233). Not
only is this situation horrifying, but it also reignites the trauma that Harry experienced from
witnessing Cedric’s death: “‘I’ve just seen Voldemort murdering a woman. By now he’s probably
killed her whole family. And he didn’t need to. It was Cedric all over again, they were just
there…’” (233). He cannot understand why or how Voldemort is able to commit these acts of
violence, and experiences guilt because he is forced to be a bystander. Harry is unable to warn
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Voldemort’s victims or prevent these attacks from happening, which weighs heavily on his
conscience. And although this situation happens repeatedly (280, 472, 549), Harry does not
become immune to this brutality. Instead, he reflects on what he has witnessed and mourns for
these people as they deserve respect and to be remembered even in death. Just like Cedric, Harry
will not allow these people to be forgotten or for their lived experiences to be erased.
Harry’s struggle with depression continues, especially because of his inability to prevent
different atrocities. Harry repeatedly encounters dementors, the embodiment of hopelessness and
depression, while searching for Voldemort’s Horcruxes. As Harry searches within the Ministry of
Magic for a locket holding a fragment of Voldemort’s soul, he begins to feel a “stealing sense of
despair, of hopelessness, filling him, expanding inside him” (257). When he goes to investigate
the source of these emotions, he happens upon a group of Muggle-borns brought in for
questioning. Harry sees these witches and wizards huddling together, trying to protect
themselves from the despair and cold. And although Harry’s first thought is to “Fight it” (257),
he knows that he cannot cast a Patronus Charm without causing further damage. Instead, he must
watch as these people suffer and allow it to continue. Placed in a similarly impossible situation,
Harry enters a Muggle town and discovers that it is almost completely overrun by dementors.
And while he would have been unable to banish all of these creatures, he couldn’t even cast a
Patronus to save himself: “It had been a nightmarish experience… as the paralyzing cold choked
his lungs and a distant screaming filled his ears… It had taken all of Harry’s willpower to uproot
himself from the spot and run” (285). Not only does Harry feel an acute sense of shame and guilt
for not protecting these Muggles, but he also questions why he was unable to draw upon any
positive memories in this situation. He fears that something is wrong with him because of how
intensely the dementors affected him (285). In both of these instances, Harry is unable to help
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others. Because Harry cannot call upon his Patronus in the second scene, it can be argued that his
depression has worsened as a result of the war. Throughout this series, Harry has prided himself
on helping others and defending those who cannot defend themselves. However, he is prevented
from doing so because of circumstances beyond his control. The guilt and shame that he
experiences because of this weighs upon him heavily, impacting his mental health and, by
extension, his magic.
Harry must relive the trauma of losing his parents as Voldemort forces Harry to watch his
memory of murdering James and Lily Potter. Using the mind connection that he has with Harry
to his advantage, Voldemort not only shows Harry this memory, but he makes him live it. Harry
feels the emotions that Voldemort felt on that night, hears his thoughts and sees the situation
from his perspective. Unable to stop the memory from playing, Harry must watch the desperation
on his parents' faces as they fight for their lives and do everything in their power to protect their
son (343). After James bravely makes a stand before Voldemort kills him, laughing as he does so
(344), Voldemort moves on to Lily. He notes that “He could have forced her away from the crib”
(344), but chooses to kill her as well just because he can. When Harry finally separates himself
from Voldemort’s mind, he discovers that he had been physically ill for hours (346). The horror
of watching these memories and his parents’ last moments alive takes such a strenuous toll on
Harry’s mental health that it begins to manifest itself physically. The trauma that Voldemort
inflicts upon Harry appears to be never-ending, increasing Harry’s anxieties and dark, intrusive
thoughts.
Because of everything that Harry must handle, he begins to doubt his strength and how
much more he can endure. As a seventeen-year-old, Harry has suffered more than the average
person should at this age. He has been subjected to violence, torture, abuse, loss, and an acute
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sense of guilt seems to follow him everywhere he goes. With everything that he has experienced,
Harry can’t help but wonder, “How much more could he lose?” (360). He has sacrificed his
mental health and himself as a whole for the well-being of others, yet when will it stop? When
will enough be enough? For years, Harry has given parts of himself away for the sake of others.
But now, he is finally starting to recognize the toll that this behavior has placed on both his body
and his mind. The stress of constantly taking care of others without any regard for himself has
left Harry drained, tired, and empty. By finally getting into touch with his emotions and
well-being, Harry creates a space where he can really examine himself and his mental health.
And although Harry still does not make himself his main priority, this scene shows how Harry
has grown as a person. Previously, he had never stopped to consider his limits and how much he
can handle. But now, by taking the time to contemplate his boundaries, Harry shows the reader
that it is important to check in with yourself and the result of not taking care of your own
well-being.
Isolated from the outside world during their hunt for Horcruxes, Harry, Ron, and
Hermione discover a way to receive news; however, this also allows them to hear more situations
of violence and loss. Fred and George Weasley, along with their friend Lee Jordan, have created
a program on the radio called Potterwatch in order to update people on what’s going on (437).
As the Golden Trio listens to the broadcast one night, they discover that two wizards that they
know, a goblin, and a Muggle family of five were all murdered (439). Saddened by these losses
and the new reality of their world, the three friends feel a mixture of guilt and responsibility.
However, this program also offers hope: people are fighting back. Because Harry and his friends
have been disconnected from the outside world, they have had no way of knowing if the people
resisting Voldemort have been able to continue to do so. As they listen to the broadcast, they hear
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that wizards and witches are “‘risking their own safety to protect Muggle friends and neighbors,
often without the Muggles’ knowledge’” (440). This information offers both comfort to the
group of friends and reignites their desire to fight. And while the feelings of hopelessness,
pressure, and anxiety do not fully abate, the task that Harry, Ron, and Hermione must complete
does not feel as large and daunting. They are no longer alone in their fight against injustice; there
are others out there working towards the same goal as them, even if Harry and his friends are
unable to see their efforts.
However, just as things are starting to appear more hopeful, Harry is once again placed in
a position where he is unable to save others and is forced to be a bystander. Captured by
Snatchers, people who hunt down Muggle-borns and blood-traitors for money, Harry, Ron, and
Hermione are taken to Malfoy Manor where known Death Eaters reside (453). Ron and Harry,
who is unidentifiable due to a cleverly cast stinging jinx by Hermione, are quickly dismissed and
taken to the cellar; however, the Death Eaters keep Hermione upstairs for “questioning” (463).
Physically barred from being able to protect Hermione, the two boys are forced to hear her
tortured screams as she repeatedly endures the Cruciatus Curse (463-6). Trying to escape to no
avail, Harry and Ron can do nothing to help Hermione and alleviate her pain. Instead, they must
listen to her suffering. This situation is Harry’s worst fear coming to life: he is present and knows
what needs to be done in order to save someone, yet he is unable to do anything. On top of this,
Hermione isn’t just someone he knows from school; she is one of his closest friends, a part of his
chosen family. However, just as hope seems lost, Dobby, a house-elf and friend of Harry’s,
appears to rescue Harry and his friends (468). And while the Golden Trio and the other prisoners
in the cellar are able to escape the manor with their lives, Dobby is not so lucky. He sacrifices
himself for Harry and his friends, dying in Harry’s arms from a knife to the chest (475-76). Harry
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must once again experience the pain of losing someone that he cares for, helpless to stop the
wheel of life.
The Battle of Hogwarts, the final stance between Voldemort and Harry, takes countless
people and creates a deep sense of shame and guilt in Harry. As students, professors, parents, and
Aurors come together to fight against Voldemort and his followers, some of Harry’s closest
friends, the people who made up his chosen family, are murdered. In the chaos of battle, Harry
watches as Fred Weasley is struck down (637) and later comes across the bodies of Remus Lupin
and Nymphadora Tonks (661). Because he knows that Voldemort wants him, that these people
fighting are willing to die instead of handing him over, Harry “could not bear to look at any of
the other bodies, to see who else had died for him. He could not bear to… look into their eyes,
when if he had given himself up in the first place, Fred might never have died” (662). He blames
himself for every single person that is suffering, internalizing their pain and taking that weight
upon his shoulders. Instead of seeing that people are willing to fight back against Voldemort for
the good of the Wizarding World and to end his reign of tyranny and injustice, Harry believes
that he is the issue, that people’s sole goal is to protect him, and therefore he is the cause of this
suffering. And while people do view him as the “chosen one,” this battle, and the war as a whole,
is so much larger than just one person. Caught up in his trauma and intrusive thoughts, Harry’s
guilt and shame threaten to overwhelm him.
However, instead of succumbing to his emotions, Harry enables them to strengthen his
resolve and propel him forward. Knowing that he must die at the hands of Voldemort to destroy
the Horcrux residing in him, Harry harnesses the pain that he has endured from losing loved ones
and finds peace in his decision. And although “He could no longer control his own trembling”
(697) at the thought of death, he reflects on everything that he has gained since coming to
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Hogwarts. He found “the first and best home he had known” (697), friends that would do
anything for him, and who he was as a person. He has overcome obstacles that would break
others, yet still found the time to help and protect his peers. Despite his fear of dying, Harry
knows that he must and therefore does; he hands himself over to Voldemort and allows him to
cast the Killing Curse. Harry shows that bravery comes from within, from doing the thing that
scares you the most in spite of that terror.
By taking a stance and sacrificing himself, Harry turns the tide of the battle and creates a
space for others to find their bravery within. With Harry’s friends believing that he is truly dead,
they continue to do the right thing and fight against Voldemort. Neville, who has always been
bullied and unsure of himself, discovers the strength to stand up against Voldemort and destroys
the final Horcrux (733). Being one who never thought that he was brave enough to be in
Gryffindor, Neville shows that there is a power inside you that is waiting to be accessed. Despite
knowing that he would most likely be killed because of this act, Neville still decided to reveal
what he believes in to others. This choice to lead, along with Harry’s willingness to sacrifice
himself, shows readers that although it may be difficult to do the right thing, the rewards are
immense. Because these two people risked their own well-being, they made it possible for the
war to end and good to triumph over evil.
With Voldemort defeated and Harry reunited with his friends, Harry can finally rest and
focus on healing from the trauma that he has been subjected to for years. As Harry, Ron, and
Hermione stand together after the battle ends, all Harry can think about is “the four-poster bed
lying waiting for him in Gryffindor Tower” and whether a house-elf “might bring him a
sandwich there” (749). This mundane desire starkly contrasts against Harry’s regular behavior of
constantly moving, helping others, and inserting himself into dangerous situations. Instead,
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Harry is finally at peace, able to relax and act like a normal teenager. He no longer has the
pressure that something life-altering will happen due to the decisions that he makes. At long last,
Harry can recover from the pain and trauma that he has endured, and focus solely on his own
needs and desires.

Racism, Prejudice, and Supremacy:
To begin this section, I will be providing the definition that I will be using for each of
these terms. Racism, as defined by the Merriam-Webster Dictionary, is the “belief that race is the
fundamental determinant of human traits and capacities and that racial differences produce an
inherent superiority of a particular race” (“racism”). As for the word “prejudice,”
Merriam-Webster states that it is “injury or damage resulting from some judgment or action of
another in disregard of one’s rights; a liking or disliking for one rather than another, especially
without good reason” (“prejudice”). Finally, supremacy is “the state or condition of being
superior to all others in authority, power, or status” (“supremacy”); a supremacist is a “person
who believes that one group of people as identified by their shared race, ethnicity, sex, gender, or
religion is inherently superior to other groups and should have control over those other groups”
(“supremacist”). As seen in the indexes, specific scenes have been grouped according to which
term they fall under. However, there are various situations that could fit under more than one
category. In these instances, I placed them alongside the term that I thought that they emulated
the most.
Because of the regularity of discrimination found within this series, many scholars have
examined the racial prejudice and superiority that pure-bloods have towards others. In his work
“Of Muggles and Men: Identifying Racism in the Harry Potter series,” Carsten Kullmann
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focuses on the category of humans, rather than magical beings, and the distinction that’s made
between pure-bloods and Muggle-borns. He begins his essay by focusing on different theories of
racism and the history of the word “race,” and deduces that “Voldemort’s understanding of race,
and consequently his racist practices, show characteristics of both Gobinean and Social
Darwinist ideologies. His syncretic approach unites Gobineau’s idea of race as an essentialist and
unchangeable characteristic with the Social Darwinist consequences of eugenic practices” (135).
Furthermore, Kullmann points out that Voldemort’s “ideology shares characteristics with two
historical instances of state-induced racism: Third Reich Germany’s antisemitism and the
Apartheid regime in South Africa” (135). Both of these regimes distanced and removed the
“other” from society, allowing for people to dehumanize and view these individuals as inferior.
The practice of “othering” people was emphasized and reinforced through both xenophobia and
ethnocentrism, which is the judgment of other cultures according to the standards of one’s own
culture. In addition to these aspects of Voldemort’s regime, Kullmann notes that his “racist
ideology becomes infinitely more threatening after his ascent to rulership, when he has the
means to implement his practices into active politics” (136). As he continues on to discuss
specific scenes and their connections to real-world situations, Kullmann concludes his piece with
the argument that “what prevails over evil is a specific set of moral codes and values: loyalty,
solidarity, compassion, friendship, and love” (140), rather than one just being “good.” Because
Harry, Ron, and Hermione stand by their morals throughout the series, they are able to triumph
over Voldemort’s bigotry and racism. These characters teach the reader that “everyone, like
Harry, can make our own muddled Muggle world a better place” (141) by embodying the values
that are displayed in the series.
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Because there is a clear way to separate the racial prejudice found within this series,
Jackie C. Horne takes a different approach than Kullmann and focuses on the prejudice against
non-human beings of magical origin in her work “Harry and the Other: Answering the Race
Question in J.K. Rowling’s Harry Potter.” Horne begins by noting that because “the Harry Potter
books are deeply invested in teaching their protagonists (and through them, their readers) how to
confront, eradicate, and ameliorate racism,” her essay discusses how Rowling uses both
“multicultural antiracism and social justice antiracism… in order to show both her protagonists
and her readers how to approach the challenging task of fighting racism” (76). She explains that
multicultural antiracism “focuses its response to racism on a personal, rather than political,
change” (84), which is depicted through Harry’s treatment of the house-elves throughout the
series. As he learns how to interact with these magical beings, Harry employs the “multicultural
approach to antiracism work” as he discovers that “The best way to fight racism… is to be kind
to the elves, to treat each individual elf as an equal” (81). On the other hand, social justice
antiracism asks people “to examine institution-wide structures of power, rather than looking only
at the individual and his or her feelings and beliefs about race” (85). Horne examines the
relationship between Harry and Griphook, a goblin, and points out that “Rowling begins to
demonstrate the ways that institutional and cultural racism can lead dominant group members to
oppress racial others even when they do not intend to, even when they are explicitly trying not to
be racist” (88). Through Harry’s relationship with these characters, the reader discovers different
ways and approaches to being antiracist, while also gaining valuable skills needed to make their
efforts successful.
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Racism, Prejudice, and Supremacy in Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone
Type

Chapters

Prejudice

4 (46-60)

Supremacy

Racism

Scene
Vernon and Petunia refer to wizards/witches as "freaks," "strange,"
"abnormal" and "weirdos" (53, 56)

Draco claims that "some wizarding families are much better than others"
6 (88-112); 15
and that there is a "wrong sort" (108); Draco claims detention is "servant
(242-61)
stuff" and threatens to involve his father (250)
5 (61-87)

Draco refers to muggle-born witches/wizards as "the other sort" and claims
they're not the same as pure-bloods and thinks that the Wizarding World
"should keep it in the old wizarding families" (78)

In Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone, the audience is first introduced to the
Wizarding World. And much like the real world, there are instances where characters are
subjected to and witness situations of racism, prejudice, and supremacy. Because of the age of
the characters during this first book, these beliefs are still forming and situations involving one of
these three forms of oppression are rare. However, Harry, who has not had someone to look up to
or answer his questions, finds that person in Hagrid. Hagrid teaches Harry the importance of
saying or doing something to fight back against these beliefs. In doing so, Hagrid instills a strong
sense of morals in Harry and also informs the reader that these thoughts and ways of thinking are
not okay. By speaking out against these notions, Hagrid and Harry show the reader that you need
to stand up for what is right and not be a passive bystander.
Because Harry’s Aunt Petunia and Uncle Vernon are prejudiced against witches and
wizards, it becomes known that instances of “othering” occur in both the Muggle and Wizarding
Worlds. When Harry discovers that he’s a wizard and will be attending Hogwarts, his Aunt
Petunia and Uncle Vernon reveal their prejudice toward witches and wizards. All along, they had
known that Harry’s parents had been a part of the Wizarding World. But because of their dislike
for witches and wizards, they decided to hide this information from Harry. When describing
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Harry’s parents, Petunia and Vernon use words like “freak,” “strange,” “abnormal,” and
“weirdos” (53, 56). By applying these terms to James and Lily, Harry’s aunt and uncle are
“othering” witches and wizards. They are separating these people from themselves, therefore
dehumanizing them. In doing so, they feel no remorse for their words or actions because these
people are no longer on the same level as them.
However, Hagrid, who came to deliver Harry’s Hogwarts acceptance letter, does not let
this behavior continue. Having heard enough, Hagrid “leapt from the sofa and drew a battered
pink umbrella from inside his coat. Pointing this at Uncle Vernon like a sword, he said, ‘I’m
warning you, Dursley --- I’m warning you --- one more word…’” (56). Vernon, called out on his
behavior, immediately falls silent. Neither Vernon nor Petunia makes another comment about
Harry’s parents or witches and wizards in general during this scene. Because Hagrid spoke up
against the prejudiced comments that he was hearing, he let the Dursleys know that this conduct
was unacceptable and wrong. Harry, no more than a child and used to the Dursleys being cruel,
sees how Hagrid navigates this situation and internalizes it. Hagrid sets an example, a precedent
for Harry as well as the reader.
Upon Harry’s first trip to Diagon Alley, a place full of Wizarding shops, he encounters a
boy who makes prejudiced and racist comments. But because Harry recently witnessed Hagrid
handle the situation with his aunt and uncle, Harry does what he believes is right and disagrees
with what the boy, Draco Malfoy, says. Draco, seeing Hagrid outside of a shop, tells Harry that
he heard “‘he’s sort of a savage --- lives in a hut on the school grounds’” (78). Harry makes his
disagreement with this assessment known by stating, “‘I think he’s brilliant’” (78). However,
Draco continues to differentiate between pure-blood and Muggle-born witches and wizards by
saying, “‘I really don’t think they should let the other sort in, do you? They’re just not the same,
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they’ve never been brought up to know our ways… I think they should keep it in the old
wizarding families’” (78). Just like Petunia and Vernon, Draco “others” people. He separates
himself, a pure-blood, from other people simply because of their genealogy. Furthermore, not
only does Draco hold prejudice against people because of their blood, but he also wants to
physically bar them from attending the same school. He believes that Muggle-borns are innately
inferior to pure-bloods because they have not been born into the Wizarding World, and therefore
deserve less and should be treated differently.
Although Harry is unable to reply to Draco before having to leave the shop, he informs
Hagrid of his conversation and receives insight from his mentor. Because of Harry’s age and the
fact that he is new to the Wizarding World, he does not know how to properly respond to people
that believe in and enable oppression. However, by talking to Hagrid, Harry shows that he wants
to learn and gain the tools needed to stop this behavior. After hearing about Harry’s encounter,
Hagrid responds, “‘what does he know about it, some o’ the best I ever saw were the only ones
with magic in ‘em in a long line o’ Muggles’” (79). Hagrid tells Harry that it doesn’t matter
whether witches and wizards are Muggle-born or pure-blood; magic is the same in all of them
and people shouldn’t be discriminated against simply because of their blood. Once again, Harry
listens and internalizes this information. Hagrid, an adult that Harry trusts and respects, teaches
him that everyone is equal and deserves the same amount of respect.
Because Harry asked, actively listened, and learned how to deal with bigoted remarks, he
is prepared for his next encounter with Draco. As the first-year students are waiting to get sorted
into their houses at Hogwarts, Draco approaches Harry and offers to help him make the “right”
sort of friends: “‘You’ll soon find some wizarding families are much better than others, Potter.
You don’t want to go making friends with the wrong sort. I can help you there’” (108). He then
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extends his hand to Harry for a handshake, but Harry ignores it. He also informs Draco that “‘I
think I can tell who the wrong sort are for myself, thanks’” (109). While Harry had been taken by
surprise during his first conversation with Draco, he had expected the boy to make another
demeaning comment. This time, Harry was prepared to boldly stand against this behavior and
show others that he believes that this mindset is wrong. Because Hagrid showed Harry that
actions define a person more than preconceived notions, Harry ensures that his actions are
intentional. He does not care if he goes against the norm or if others don’t like him. All that
Harry cares about is treating others with the dignity and respect that they deserve.
Hagrid, who becomes both a teacher and role model, helps Harry discover his morals
from an early age. Before attending Hogwarts, Harry had no one to look up to, no one to show
him how to be a good human being. However, upon meeting Hagrid, Harry learns vital life skills
and looks to him for guidance. Hagrid shows Harry that everyone should be treated the same and
that no one is better than the other. He informs Harry that prejudice, racism, and supremacy
should be corrected, called out, and fought against. Harry, taking these lessons to heart, ensures
that he does not allow this behavior to continue in his presence. His morals and desire to defend
others take root, allowing them to grow and intensify throughout the rest of the series.

Racism, Prejudice, and Supremacy in Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix
Type

Prejudice

Chapters

Scene

Vernon refers to wizards as "his lot" (2, 6); Petunia says something about
1 (1-19); 2 wizards and becomes appalled with herself (31); Vernon thought his family
(20-41); 12 could remove the wizard from Harry and "turn you normal" (36); Umbridge
(221-49); 21 refers to Lupin as an "extremely dangerous half-breed" (243); when
(441-465); 33 Umbridge talks to Hagrid she uses a "slow, loud voice... as though she was
(751-63)
addressing somebody foreign and very slow" because he is half-giant (447);
Umbridge calls Hagrid a "great half-breed oaf" (752)
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Supremacy

Racism

6 (98-120); 9
(152-78); 11
(200-20); 19
(397-419); 27
(599-623); 28
(624-50); 31
(703-28); 32
(729-50)

Sirius explains that his family had "pure-blood mania" and believed that
being a Black made them "practically royalty" (111); Hermione mentions
that werewolf segregation is a result of Wizards thinking that they are
superior to other creatures (170-1); Salazar Syltherin only wanted
pure-bloods in his house (205); Umbridge abuses her position at the Ministry
of Magic to name herself the High Inquisitor and has the power to alter
punishments and privileges given by other staff members (416); man who did
the Muggle-baiting wasn't punished because the Ministry cut a deal with him
(613-4); Umbridge creates the Inquisitorial Squad, a group of students who
have the power to override prefects (626); Umbridge says she's monitoring
all communication in and out of Hogwarts, the fires, the owl posts and all the
secret passageways (631); Draco brags about having the head examiner for
O.W.L.s over for dinner-- "it's not what you know, it's who you know" (707);
Umbridge abuses powers to drug and hurt students, ordered dementors after
Harry over the summer (746-7)

1 (1-19); 4
(59-78); 6
(98-120); 9
(152-78); 10
(179-99); 14
(279-305); 21
(441-465); 22
(466-91); 28
(624-50); 33
(751-63)

Vernon hears of Spanish bag-handlers strike and states, "Give 'em a lifelong
siesta, I would" (3); Walburga Black's portrait yells for "half-breeds, mutants,
freaks" and more to leave Grimmauld Place (78); Walburga's portrait yells
things like before (103); Kreacher the house-elf is upset that "Mudblood and
werewolves and traitors and thieves" are in the Black house (107-108); the
Black family supported Voldemort and wanted "the purification of the
Wizarding race" by removing Muggle-borns (112); Sirius's aunt tried to make
"Muggle-hunting legal" (113); Wizards are jinxing Muggles in order to
"Muggle-bait" (153); Walburga's portrait yells more slurs (180); Umbridge
drafted anti-werewolf legislation, making it harder for people to get jobs and
she hates part-humans-- campaigned to have merpeople tagged (302);
Umbridge is trying to make Hagrid seem like a "dim-witted troll" so that she
can fire him because he is a half-breed (450); Muggles were injured from
Muggle-baiting (290); Draco docks housepoints from Hermione because
she's a "Mudblood" (626); in Snape's memory, he calls Harry's mom a
"Mudblood" (648); Umbridge calls centaurs half-breeds to their faces and
says they have "near-human intelligence," and that the centaurs only live in
the forest because the Ministry allows them to-- calls them "beats,"
"animals," "filthy half-breeds" (754-5)
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In Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix, situations involving prejudice, supremacy,
and racism drastically increase. People who are not considered “fully” human, often referred to
by the derogatory term “half-breed” because they have at least one non-human parent, are
regularly on the receiving end of this treatment. Because these forms of oppression are directed
towards those of mixed heritage and non-human beings in general, the idea of blood purity is
solidified as the “ideal.” These beings, along with Muggle-born witches and wizards, are seen as
less than and inferior. However, these attitudes and behaviors are unacceptable. Not only do
various Hogwarts students speak out against these behaviors, but they also refuse to let these
comments and actions go unnoticed. In doing so, they teach the reader that people should not be
reduced to what they are, but rather who they are. Actions are what define people and the
decision to be a decent person completely overpowers any circumstance of birth.
Harry’s Aunt Petunia and Uncle Vernon continue to “other” witches and wizards, but
only in the comfort of their home. Within the first chapter, Vernon refers to members of the
Wizarding World as “‘his lot’” (2), with “his” being Harry. He separates witches and wizards
from himself and Muggles as a whole, placing them in a category other than human. However,
hearing this comment, Petunia says, “‘Vernon, shh! The window’s open!’” (2). Rather than
having an issue with Vernon's remark, Petunia is only concerned with the thought of someone
overhearing their prejudice. They are both okay with this bigoted view, but the thought of
someone discovering and potentially calling out their behavior is what worries them. This
correction because of the fear of repercussions, rather than because it’s wrong, does not diminish
or excuse their words. The actions of these characters show the reader that biases exist in both
the Muggle and Wizarding communities, and that both groups need to work to change this
mindset.
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Similarly, instances of “othering” and bigoted comments become common at Grimmauld
Place. Now staying at the ancestral home of his godfather, Sirius, Harry encounters those who
believe in blood supremacy. However, because Harry is “fully” human, the harsh words are not
directed at him; instead, they are aimed at Hermione, a Muggle-born, and Remus Lupin, a
werewolf (although he was bitten, not born). Walburga Black, the pure-blooded mother of Sirius,
has a portrait in the entrance hall of the house and regularly makes racist comments: “‘Filth!
Scum! By-products of dirt and vileness! Half-breeds, mutants, freaks, begone from this place!
How dare you befoul the house of my fathers---’” (78). Using the term “half-breeds” and
referring to the derogatory word for Muggle-borns, Walburga’s portrait has no qualms with
making her prejudice known. Her hatred for anyone who is not pure-blooded or considered to
truly be human empowers her to carelessly make these harmful remarks. However, this behavior
is quickly shut down by Sirius. He physically silences his mother by shutting the curtains over
her portrait (78) and informs everyone that he has been trying to discover a way to remove her
painting from the wall (79). And while these actions do not diminish the pain from hearing these
comments, it does show Remus and Hermione that they have an ally, someone to defend them
and stand by their side.
Kreacher, the house-elf that manages Grimmauld Place, holds similar beliefs and biases
as Walburga Black does. Although he is seen as a creature, as indicated by his name, he recites
these comments and agrees with the supremacist ideas. However, it is important to note that
Kreacher has been abused for the majority of his life and behaves this way as a survival
mechanism. Hermione, on the receiving end of his commentary, recognizes this about Kreacher
and attempts to enlighten her peers when they jump to her defense. Upon Kreacher referring to
Hermione as “‘The Mudblood,’” the worst term that one can call a Muggle-born, Ron and Ginny
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immediately say, “‘Don’t call her a Mudblood!’” (108). However, because Hermione knows that
Kreacher has endured unimaginable horrors, she tells the siblings that “‘It doesn’t matter, he’s
not right in his mind’” (108). But despite Hermione’s attempts to diffuse the situation, Ron and
Ginny are adamant that Kreacher knows what he’s doing and saying (109). Regardless of the
circumstances, Ron and Ginny protect their friend by speaking up against this slur. They draw
attention to the casual usage of this word, hoping to correct this behavior and prevent it from
happening again in the future. They show the reader that one is never too old to learn and adjust
their habits, although it may take time and active awareness.
Shedding some light on the reason why his family feels entitled to make these harmful
remarks, Sirius explains his family dynamic to Harry. Sirius shares that his parents had
“‘pure-blood mania’” and were “‘convinced that to be a Black made you practically royal’”
(111). Because of their full belief in their superiority, the Blacks “‘were all for the purification of
the Wizarding race, getting rid of Muggle-borns and having purebloods in charge’” (112). Sirius
was raised to hate and look down on people seen as inferior to him and his lineage. Yet despite
being brought up in this environment, Sirius made his own path; he “‘hated the whole lot of
them’” and judges his younger brother for being “‘soft enough to believe them’” (111). By
making these comments to Harry, Sirius reveals that he didn’t agree with or believe the biases
that he was raised with before even attending Hogwarts. Placed into Gryffindor at the Sorting
Ceremony his first year, Sirius already knew that the mentality of his family was backward and
wrong. Even though he had no positive role model, much like Harry, Sirius questioned the
bigoted beliefs that he was being force-fed. By remaining curious and open to others, Sirius
forged his own trail and discovered his identity independently from his family. Sirius shows
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people that we are more than who we were raised to be; we are our own people and have the
autonomy to make decisions for ourselves.
Because of the importance placed on lineage and blood purity, many witches and wizards
believe that they are innately superior and have prejudice against people of mixed ancestry. One
of these people, Dolores Umbridge, a woman who is a new professor at Hogwarts this year, lacks
basic respect and understanding for others seen as different. Within the first interaction that she
has with students, she refers to Remus as an “‘extremely dangerous half-breed’” (243). Because
of Remus’s werewolf affliction, he is no longer seen as human or deserving of common decency.
Umbridge uses a derogatory term against him and completely reduces him to one aspect of his
person; rather than seeing that Remus is smart, loyal, and brave, he is portrayed as a dangerous
monster even though he only transforms on a full moon. And although students try to defend
Remus by sharing what an amazing professor he was, Umbridge uses her position of power to
silence them (243). She ignores their attempts to correct her behavior, completely unbothered by
their disapproval.
This lack of regard aligns with her character, as Umbridge is extremely racist towards
other beings as seen through laws that she has drafted. Not only did she draft “‘a bit of
anti-werewolf legislation two years ago that makes it almost impossible for [Remus] to get a
job’” (302), but she also “‘loathes part-humans; she campaigned to have merpeople rounded up
and tagged last year’” (302). Umbridge’s bigoted views become more dangerous and harmful as
she is in a position to create laws and directly affect the lives of the people that she despises. Her
discrimination and campaigns to limit the abilities of the “other,” along with the resources that
they have access to, stem from both fear and xenophobia. She allows these emotions to drive her
actions and empower her, regardless of the fact that many take issue with this behavior and try to
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correct it. Because she doesn’t see these people that are different as human, Umbridge doesn’t
want or even care to change her habits.
Because she is backed by the Ministry of Magic, Umbridge feels entitled to show her
prejudice openly and insult her peers to their faces. Hagrid, the Care of Magical Creatures
professor, happens to be a half-giant and is regularly on the receiving end of Umbridge’s hatred
because of his ancestry. Having interrupted Hagrid’s class in order to determine his teaching
capabilities, Umbridge speaks to him in a “loud, slow voice… as though she was addressing
somebody both foreign and very slow” (447). Because giants are stereotyped as lacking
intelligence and awareness, Umbridge assumes that Hagrid cannot understand English and that
his mental abilities are diminished. Much like the comment that she made about Remus,
Umbridge reduces Hagrid to the circumstances of his being, not who he is as a person. As shown
throughout the years, Hagrid is kind, caring, and extremely loving of others. But because of her
assumptions, Umbridge cannot see these aspects of his person. Not only does she apply this
stereotype to Hagrid without even taking the time to have a normal conversation with him, but
she also acts this way in front of an entire class of students. In doing so, Umbridge shows these
impressionable kids that this behavior and stereotyping of people is okay.
With the ability to sit in on other professors’ classes and make reports about their
teaching methods, Umbridge tries to use her position of power to fire Hagrid because of her
prejudice against people of mixed ancestry. Hermione, always observant and vocal about the
discrimination of others, recognizes that Umbridge has a history of denying opportunities to
others and realizes that she will try to do the same to Hagrid. She tells Ron and Harry that “‘It’s
her thing about half-breeds all over again --- she’s trying to make out Hagrid’s some kind of
dim-witted troll, just because he had a giantess for a mother’” (450). The students, individuals
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who are still teenagers and are supposed to be learning from adults, are the people who are
voicing their concerns and calling out this behavior. Rather than blindly accepting this situation
and Umbridge’s racism, they talk to each other about the issues with this mindset and the
unfairness of these types of biases. Because of their reaction, and the fact that students are
willing to stand up and take punishments for their outspokenness about this injustice, they teach
the reader that adults and people in positions of power are not always right; just because
someone holds authority does not mean that their behavior is excusable or should be dismissed.
By doing nothing, the behaviors will continue and potentially progress into something more. The
characters show the reader that one should stand up for what they believe in, regardless of the
consequences.
Fully believing that she can say and do whatever she wants without any repercussions,
Umbridge discovers that this is not the case. As she continues her reign of terror at Hogwarts,
Umbridge becomes emboldened in her hateful treatment of others. Forcing Harry and Hermione
to take her to the Forbidden Forest to uncover a “weapon” of Dumbledore’s, a group of centaurs,
beings who are half-human and half-horse, happen upon them. And although the centaurs only
ask why these people are in the forest, Umbridge immediately makes her distaste known and
fearfully cites laws to them about how “‘half-breeds’” who are “‘deemed to have near-human
intelligence’” (754) cannot hurt witches and wizards. Growing angry at this derogatory term and
the insult to their intelligence, the centaurs attempt to make her leave without attacking.
However, because Umbridge continues on to call them “‘Filthy half-breeds! Beasts!
Uncontrolled animals!’” (755) before trying to murder one of the centaurs, they take action. The
group decides to kidnap her and enact punishment for her crimes (755), leaving Hermione and
Harry unharmed. While these beings tried a peaceful approach to Umbridge much like Hagrid,
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who ignored her racist remarks and hoped to show her who he is as a person, the centaurs do not
feel the need to prove themselves to this witch. Because she allowed her fear to guide her hateful
actions, Umbridge learned that not everyone allows this behavior to go unpunished. This scene
shows the reader that people will be held accountable for their actions one way or another, and
that hate leads to more hate. Taking the time to speak and understand others can prevent
situations such as this, making it possible to settle differences without violence.
With the situations of Umbridge and others who treat people with a lack of respect and
basic human decency, various characters teach the reader that kindness is easier and more
rewarding than hatred. Acting on fear and hate rather than working to overcome these emotions
poisons people and destroys them, whereas actually getting to know someone who is different
than yourself can lead to different learning experiences, perspectives, and even friendships.
While biases exist and some are born into them, people have the autonomy to learn and decide
for themselves what they believe and stand for. Seeing past outward appearances and the lineage
of others creates space for growth and understanding, rather than being governed by fear of the
unknown and “what if” scenarios. By focusing on the treatment of witches and wizards towards
“half-breeds,” the reader comprehends the issue and ridiculousness of diminishing others to just
one aspect of their being rather than the whole of their person. And because of the fantastical
elements of these instances of racism and prejudice being directed towards beings such as
werewolves, giants, and centaurs, it becomes easier to see the problem of not taking issue with
these behaviors aimed toward humans. This book shows the reader that everyone deserves and is
entitled to respect and common courtesy, regardless of their ancestry and outward appearance.
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Racism, Prejudice and Supremacy in Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows
Type

Prejudice

Chapters

Scene

2 (13-29); 3
(30-42); 11
(201-22); 13
(246-67); 26
(519-43); 33
(659-90)

Some people praised the actions of Dumbledore's father and assumed that
Albus was a "Muggle-hater" (16); Vernon refers to wizards as "your lot"
(othering them) (39); Lupin speaks of how the Wizarding world views
werewolves-- people barely talk to him, they're disgusted by his marriage to
a pureblood and his "kind" doesn't normally breed (213); the Prime Minister
states that "the blood traitors are as bad as the Mudbloods" (247); a Death
Eater mentions how he hates having to interact with goblins in order to get
money (528); in Snape's memory, Petunia tells Lily that magic is "not right"
and Snape tells Petunia that she's a Muggle like it's a bad thing (664-5);
Petunia calls Lily a "freak" and a "weirdo" because they have magic (669,
670); James Potter says that he would leave Hogwarts if he was in Slytherin
(671)
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Supremacy

1 (1-12); 10
(176-200); 12
(223-45); 13
(246-67); 18
(350-62); 22
(424-45); 24
(477-501); 28
(554-70); 35
(705-23); 36
(724-52)

Voldemort says that he needs to cut away the "canker" that infects the
Wizarding World until only purebloods remain (11); Kreacher talks about
how Regulus had "proper pride" in his family name and his blood status,
along with the pride he took in joining Voldemort when he was sixteen
(193); Voldemort considers house-elves beneath his notice, just like
purebloods who treat them like animals (195); Hermione talks about how
house-elves are slaves and are used to brutal treatment from wizards, and
that she thinks that wizards should pay for how they treat house-elves (198);
at the Ministry of Magic there is a statue depicting a wizard sitting on
hundreds of nude men, women and children with the words "Magic is
Might" engraved at the foot-- the people are Muggles "in their rightful
place" (242); Umbridge enjoys the suffering of Muggle-borns as she
upholds the laws that she helped create-- she is thriving off the power she
has (259); Dumbledore wrote a letter to Grindlewald about how wizards
need to dominate Muggles for "the Muggles' own good," that power gives
wizards the right to rule and that they must seize control "for the greater
good" (357); Marvolo Gaunt (a relative of Voldemort) only cared about
ancestry because he believed that having pure blood meant that you were
royalty (428-9); Griphook the goblin says that wizards refuse to share
information about wandlore and deny goblins the possiblity of doing magic
in order to keep the wizarding race firmly above the goblins (488-9);
Aberforth shares that Dumbledore believed that Ariana wouldn't have to
hide once wizards "taught Muggles their place" (566); Dumbledore recounts
his plan with Grindlewald to force Muggles into subserviance and that it
would be for the greater good and for the benefit of wizards (716);
Voldemort says that there will be no more sorting at Hogwarts, there will
only be Slytherin (732)
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Racism

Bellatrix says that she has never seen her sister since she
married a "Mudblood" and that her niece's (Tonks)
husband (Lupin) is a beast (10); Voldemort kills the
professor of Muggle Studies because she pollutes the
minds of Wizarding children, published a denfense of
"Mudbloods" and wants wizards to "mate" with Muggles
(12); Dumbledore's father attacked three young Muggles
and was sent to Azkaban for it (16); Death Eaters kill
Muggles for fun and cause explosions, crashes and
derailments (34-35); Squibs used to be shipped to Muggle
schools and encouraged to intigrate, always seen as
second class in the Wizarding world and families kept
quiet about them because they were seen as an
1 (1-12); 2 (13-29); 3
embarrasment (155); Harry reflects on how the Dursleys
(30-42); 8 (137-59);
used to lock him up "all for the crime of being a wizard"
9 (160-75); 10
(156); Walburga Black's portrait yells, "'Mudbloods, filth,
(176-200); 11
stains of dishonor'" (171); Kreacher calls Ron a
(201-22); 13
blood-traitor and Hermione a "Mudblood" (191);
(246-67); 19
Walburga's portrait yells again about filth and
(363-87); 23
"Mudbloods" (203); the Ministry has created a
(446-76); 24
"Muggle-born Register" because they believe that
(477-501); 25
Muggle-born wizards/witches had to have obtained their
(502-18); 28
power through theft-- Muggle-borns are being rounded up
(554-70); 29
and if they cannot prove that they have Wizarding
(571-88); 31
relatives then they are punished (208-9); children are
(608-37); 33
forced to go to Hogwarts and Muggle-borns are not
(659-90); 35
allowed to attend (210); the Ministry is publishing
(705-23)
propoganda pamphlets about "Mudbloods and the
Dangers They Pose to a Peaceful Pure-Blood Society"
(249); there are Snatchers who earn gold by capturing
Muggle-borns and blood traitors from the Ministry (382);
the Snatchers continuously say "Mudblood" (448-9);
Bellatrix decides to torture Hermione because she's a
"Mudblood" and says that if she dies from the questioning
then she'll take the blood traitor next-- she is tortured with
the Cruciatus Curse and a knife (463-6); Bellatrix left a
“thin cut” on Hermione’s throat after holding a knife to it
(489); Hermione mentions that Wizarding history skates
over what wizards have done to other races and the
brutality of it (506); Aberforth shares that Muggle boys
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hurt his sister, Ariana, and that their actions destroyed her
and caused her to go mad, which led to his father
attacking those boys and going to prison (564); Neville
says that the Death Eaters working at Hogwarts tell the
students that Muggles are like animals and are
vicious/dangerous, and that the natural order is being
reestablished (574); Crabbe tried to kill Hermione
because she's a "Mudblood" (630); Snape calls Lily a
"Mudblood" and Lily rebukes his apology by saying that
she knows he calls people of her birth right that word
regularly (675-6); Dumbledore recalls how Grindlewald
vanished with plans to torture Muggles that he had
encouraged and helped plan (717)

As the Second Wizarding War truly begins in Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows,
death, torture, and imprisonment becomes the norm for Muggles, Muggle-borns, blood-traitors,
and creatures that are not seen as human. Voldemort’s oppressive and tyrannical reign, carried
out by his Death Eaters and other loyal followers, thrives from “othering” people and
emphasizing blood supremacy. However, the Order of the Phoenix and others who disagree with
this prejudiced, supremacist, and racist regime actively fight and resist this new order. Although
they are putting themselves and potentially their family in danger by doing so, they recognize the
importance of Voldemort and his supporters. If they are to do nothing, then they are complicit
and enable this violent behavior to continue. Regardless of the cost, the war must be won in
favor of those who support unity and see everyone, whether they are Muggles, Muggle-borns,
magical beings, or something else entirely, as deserving of basic human rights.
Within the first chapter, Voldemort displays his complete lack of tolerance for anyone
less than pure blood and the lengths that he would go to in order to create a world for those that
he deems worthy. As he gathers with the trusted members of his inner circle, Voldemort reminds
his followers of the ultimate goal of the Second Wizarding World: “‘we shall cut away the canker
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that infects us until only those of the true blood remain’” (11). Wanting to provide an example of
what removing the “canker” would look like, Voldemort displays a woman that has been
captured by the name of Charity Burbage, a professor who teaches Muggle Studies at Hogwarts.
Because she shows young pupils that Muggles are not that different from witches and wizards,
Voldemort thinks that it’s vital to stop her from “‘corrupting and polluting the minds of
Wizarding children’” (12). With his voice full of “anger and contempt” (12), Voldemort casts the
Killing Curse and murders Professor Burbage. Because he fully believes that Muggles and
Muggle-borns are inferior and less than human, Voldemort is able to act without remorse. His
supremacist beliefs shield him from emotions such as guilt and remorse, as he does not see this
violent act as anything more than killing a pest. He removes himself from the reality of the
situation by describing living people as nothing more than a “canker” that is causing an infection.
This line of thinking and the dehumanization of others is incredibly dangerous, as it leads to
unthinkable actions and consequences.
Hermione, having been discriminated against for being a Muggle-born, points out the
importance of treating all beings with respect and the effects of dehumanizing others, such as
house-elves. Because of her positionality and her lived experiences, Hermione offers a unique
perspective that not even Harry has as a half-blood. House-elves and the treatment that they
receive from their masters is common knowledge in the Wizarding World and is readily
accepted. However, Hermione reminds Ron and Harry that Kreacher, the house-elf of the Black
family, is “‘a slave; house-elves are used to bad, even brutal treatment’” (198) from witches and
wizards. As she passionately sheds light on the circumstances that Kreacher has been forced to
endure, Hermione concludes her speech by saying that “‘I’ve said all along that wizards would
pay for how they treat house-elves’” (198). Much like how Voldemort has no qualms with
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terrorizing and tormenting those he sees as less than, other witches and wizards that are seen as
“good” do the same thing to other species. In both instances, someone is being reduced to
something which allows for instances of brutality. By pointing out the conditions that
house-elves are forced to live in, Hermione shows her two best friends that just because
something is accepted and seen as the “norm” does not make it okay. She also reveals that people
are not always one thing or another; people are a spectrum, rather than just good or bad. In the
same way that good people can do bad things, bad people can do good things. However, with
that being said, this spectrum does not enable or excuse poor behavior and treatment of others.
Rather, people must constantly remain vigilant, be willing to learn and be open to corrections in
order to ensure that they are putting forth the best version of themselves.
With Voldemort and his followers having taken over the Ministry of Magic, propaganda
about Muggle-borns begins to be circulated and they are forced to register their identity with the
government. Because Voldemort replaced the previous Minister of Magic with someone acting as
his puppet (208), he now has free reign to pass any decrees that he pleases and publicly torment
those that he sees as inferior. With this new power, the Ministry of Magic published a statement
in the newspaper saying that “magic can only be passed from person to person when Wizards
reproduce” (209). Because of this, the “Muggle-born Register” has been created in order to
“better understand how they came to possess magical secrets” (209) through an interview with
the recently created Muggle-born Registration Commission. In other words, Muggle-borns are
being gathered and if they cannot prove that they have a Wizarding relative then “‘you are
deemed to have obtained your magical power illegally and must suffer punishment’” (209). By
spreading this false information through a respected institute, Voldemort incites both panic and
fear. Because the government released this seemingly factual statement, people now question
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whether or not their magic has actually been stolen by Muggle-borns. Painting witches and
wizards that come from Muggle families as liars and thieves allows for others to easily see them
as criminals that deserve whatever fate they receive. Once again, Muggle-borns are dehumanized
and “othered” in order to make it easier for people to feel no pity or remorse for the treatment
that they are subjected to.
Just as Muggle-borns are being discriminated against by the Ministry of Magic now,
werewolves have been subjected to prejudiced laws for years. While the current climate of the
Wizarding World is terrible and horrifying, Remus shares that he has been forced to endure this
type of treatment for decades; this situation is not as unfathomable as others originally thought.
Because he is seen as a “half-breed,” Remus is denied opportunities and experiences
discrimination regularly: “‘You don’t know how most of the Wizarding world sees creatures like
me! When they know of my affliction, they can barely talk to me!’” (213). Filled with fear and
assumptions, people focus on what Remus is rather than who he is. They don’t give him a chance
to show what type of person he is, as they have already concluded that he must be a bloodthirsty
“creature.” Because of the behavior of others towards him, Remus has internalized their thoughts
and cannot help but see himself as exactly what they assume: a creature. Remus shares the
lasting impact that prejudice has on a person and the strain that this puts on one’s mental health.
When one is constantly told that they are dirty, less than, something to be feared, that person
begins to believe those things and sees themselves as inferior. Because Remus is regularly
dehumanized by his peers, he dehumanizes himself.
The Ministry of Magic shows their view on Muggles, Muggle-borns, and other beings
through more than just printed propaganda. As the Golden Trio breaks into the Ministry of
Magic, they discover a horrifying display of Magical superiority. Upon entering this building,
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people are greeted by “a gigantic statue of black stone” (241) that depicts a witch and wizard
sitting on a throne with the words “MAGIC IS MIGHT” (242) engraved at the base of the piece.
However, upon closer inspection, one sees that the throne consists of “hundreds and hundreds of
naked bodies, men, women, and children, all with rather stupid, ugly faces, twisted and pressed
together to support the weight of the handsomely robed wizards” (242). These people that are
literally beneath the witch and wizard are “‘Muggles. In their rightful place’” (242). By having
this display at the center of the government, and it being the first thing that people see when they
enter, people are forced to remember that times have changed. Any effort to resist Voldemort
appears futile, as the governing body of the Wizarding World supports him. Despite the fact that
people may not agree with Voldemort’s views, this display of strength and power overwhelms
and likely incapacitates anyone from trying to fight back. Furthermore, people are reminded that
they are safe; as long as it is not them on the receiving end of this treatment, then why should
they not keep their heads down? Why should they make themselves a target? With this
purposeful tactic of instilling fear and hopelessness, Voldemort gains more power.
As Harry and his friends fight to weaken Voldemort and eventually destroy him, they
discover that people are neither entirely good nor evil. With Dumbledore’s recent death, a book
about his life was published and rapidly became a bestseller. Upon getting his hands on a copy,
Harry realizes that Dumbledore was not the man that Harry thought that he was: he had once
been close friends with a Wizarding supremacist, Gellert Grindelwald, and they “dreamed of
overthrowing the Statute of Secrecy and establishing Wizarding Rule over Muggles” (357). In a
letter written to Grindelwald, Dumbledore agrees with the idea that Wizards should dominate
Muggles “FOR THE MUGGLES’ OWN GOOD ” because “power gives us the right to rule”
(357). Horrified and betrayed, Harry cannot comprehend how the man that he trusted and
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idolized could be the same person that wrote this letter. However, Hermione, much like the
situation where she shed light on the situation of house-elves, reminds Harry that humans are
imperfect. Yes, she knows that the “right to rule” mentality is “‘Magic Is Might’ all over again,”
yet she also recognizes that “‘he changed!’” (361). While his supremacist thinking in his youth
cannot be excused, Dumbledore took action to correct his bigoted ways of thinking:
“‘Dumbledore was the one who stopped Grindelwald, the one who always voted for Muggle
protection and Muggle-born rights, who fought You-Know-Who from the start, and who died
trying to bring him down’” (361). Hermione, someone who has more to fear in this new world
order because of her Muggle-born status, shows Harry, and the reader, that if people are willing
to learn, listen, and take action in order to ensure that they don’t continue to make the same
mistakes then they can find some form of redemption. In other words, people are multifaceted
and have the ability to change.
Even with Voldemort’s overwhelming influence and ability to cultivate a deep fear at the
thought of resisting, people continue to fight against him and his followers regardless of the
consequences. While still taking certain precautions, Fred and George Weasley, along with their
friend Lee Jordan, regularly broadcast a program on the radio in order to connect those that are
resisting with one another (437). In addition to the hosts, they also have other members of the
Order of the Phoenix provide updates on their efforts to overthrow Voldemort. In doing so, they
offer hope. There are people within the Wizarding community who are willing to jeopardize their
lives in order to fight back and put an end to this racist regime: wizards and witches are “‘risking
their own safety to protect Muggle friends and neighbors, often without the Muggles’
knowledge’” (440). Even though these witches and wizards face terrible danger and no
recognition for their potential sacrifice from the Muggles, they continue their efforts to protect
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those who cannot protect themselves anyway: doing the right thing is enough of a reward in
itself. By spreading this information and sharing these stories, the Weasleys and Lee strengthen
the resolve of their listeners and show others that giving up is not an option. The only way to
stop this tyrannical rule is to take action despite the outcome, as doing nothing allows these
horrific actions to continue.
Much like the situation with Remus where he revealed how witches and wizards treat
werewolves, Griphook, a goblin, shares how the Wizarding World has denied his people
opportunities in order to ensure that they do not become too powerful. Griphook explains that
“‘Wizards refuse to share the secrets of wandlore with other magical beings, they deny us the
possibility of extending our powers’” (488). He continues on to say that despite Voldemort’s
presence, “‘your race is set still more firmly above mine’” (488). Because of the way that
Voldemort is treating Muggles and Muggle-borns, other witches and wizards see the problematic
and detrimental effects of “othering” people. However, few realize that this behavior has been
occurring for centuries. The sole difference is that these actions have been directed towards
magical beings, who are seen as nothing more than creatures. Hermione, who constantly voices
her concerns regarding witches and wizards assuming authority over magical beings, supports
Griphooks’s truth by telling Harry and Ron that “‘Wizarding history often skates over what
wizards have done to other magical races’” (506). The brutality of Wizarding history is often
forgotten, and by ignoring this reality the discrimination towards other races and beings becomes
normalized. It becomes an endless cycle of hatred on both sides, leading to the rise of people like
Voldemort. Hermione reminds her friends that treating one group of people as inferior and
dehumanizing them easily paves the way for this mentality to grow and expand. In order to stop
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it, everyone must see the personhood and basic rights of others, whether they are witches and
wizards, Muggles, magical beings, or something else entirely.
With the support of the Order of the Phoenix and others who wish the see the Wizarding
World united rather than divided, Voldemort is defeated; and while the torment of Muggles and
Muggle-borns will no longer occur, it remains open for interpretation as to how the rocky
relationship that exists between witches and wizards, and other magical beings will change. After
Voldemort dies from his own curse that rebounded (744), his followers either flee or are captured
(745). As the Order of the Phoenix works to undo some of the damage Voldemort caused,
especially at the Ministry of Magic, people begin to settle and fall back into old routines.
However, after learning about the unfair discrimination that magical beings regularly endure,
there is little mentioned about how this situation will be rectified. And while no solution is
specifically offered, it is alluded to that there will be peace and companionship not only between
witches and wizards, and magical beings but also with the variety of magical beings themselves.
With the battle having ended, everyone gathers in the Great Hall where “nobody was sitting
according to House anymore: All were jumbled together, teachers and pupils, ghosts and parents,
centaurs and house-elves” (745). By including centaurs and house-elves in the group who were
sitting at the tables, the readers see that they finally have a spot in the Wizarding community.
They will no longer be ostracized in this new order, but instead will have a place at the table;
they will be seen as equals who deserve to be treated as such.
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Survey:
Introduction and Methodology:
In order to identify and understand why people have such a strong connection to the
Harry Potter series and how one’s personal experiences and identity may contribute to their
appreciation and engagement with the Wizarding World, I chose to administer a survey to get
feedback from respondents. While I did ask the participants to clarify whether they had read the
original series or only watched the movies, I was not concerned about their response as people
who have only watched the films continue to engage with the series in similar ways to those who
have read the books. Using an online survey created on Google Forms, I developed questions
that touched on a variety of topics. While some questions focused on personal details such as
age, sexual orientation, race, etc., others were more generalized. The generalized questions
honed in on how respondents were introduced to the series, when they last engaged with the
films or books, who their favorite characters are and why, and more. I also wanted to find out if
respondents had ever engaged with works created by fans, called fanfiction, and what these new
stories may provide fans that the original series does not. The online survey was a total of 24
questions and was distributed through social media posts on both Instagram and Facebook from
my pre-existing accounts. It was originally posted on December 1, 2021, but reposted irregularly
throughout the month of December. A total of 99 people took the survey, although not everyone
answered each question as taking part in this study was voluntary.
It is important to note that while a few questions were multiple-choice, the majority of the
survey was open-ended. Because of this, I altered the qualifying data into quantifying data in
order to clearly show the responses in a manageable way. Data that has been altered in this way
will be noted, and responses that are grouped either had the same or very similar answers. The
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majority of the questions from the study will be analyzed, and a brief discussion section will
conclude my findings.

Results:

Figure 1. Because of the nature of this survey, respondents had to at least be 18 years old to
participate. The age of participants ranged from 18 years of age to 76, with the majority being
between the ages of 18-22 with 57 respondents. The number of respondents dropped to 23 for the
age group 23-27 and drastically decreased as the age of the participants increased. For the third
age group, those of age 30-38, there were nine respondents. Seven respondents identified as
being 40-50 years old and three were 51-76 years of age.
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Figure 2. Respondents were asked to share their gender identity. 68.7% of the participants (68
individuals) identify as women, and 29.3% or 29 people identify as men. One person identifies as
non-binary, and one person chose not to share how they identify.

Figure 3. 90.9% (90) respondents indicated that they are heterosexual. Of the remaining
individuals who disclosed their sexual orientation, five people are bisexual and one person is
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pansexual. Three people preferred not to answer this question.

Figure 4. Respondents were predominantly white, with 89 people identifying as such. Three
participants identified themselves as Middle Eastern and three people as Latinx. One person
indicated that they are African American, along with one person who is Asian American and
another who identifies as white / Native.
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Figure 5. While 36 respondents do not experience any issues with their mental health, 39 people
experience anxiety. 19 participants deal with depression and three with ADHD (Attention Deficit
Hyperactivity Disorder). With only one response for each, there were also respondents who
indicated that they have OCD (Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder), PTSD (Post-Traumatic Stress
Disorder), and Bipolar II. 16 people noted that “Yes,” they experience issues with their mental
health but did not clarify further.
Note: Because this question was open-ended, respondents were able to identify more than
one issue that they may be experiencing with their mental health. People who indicated that they
experience anxiety often dealt with depression as well. Participants who answered with more
than one mental health issue were not separated into their own category; instead, their answers
were counted as individual experiences and are reflected as such on the graph.

Figure 6. Respondents were asked to indicate on a Likert scale the amount that they identify with
the world of Harry Potter. With 5 being the highest, 31 participants (31.3%) chose this response.
28 people (28.3%) chose the number 4, and 26 individuals (26.3%) chose number 3. Only seven
respondents (7.1%) chose number 2 and number 1.
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Figure 7. 69 respondents had personally read the Harry Potter series, and 92 have watched the
films. 20 participants had the series read to them at some point in their lives. 21 people listened
to the audiobooks, and 22 people have read online fanfiction. 8 respondents visited Harry Potter
World in Orlando, Florida, and one person visited the Harry Potter set in London. Two
participants indicated that they played a Harry Potter video game and one person has listened to a
podcast dedicated to Harry Potter.
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Figure 8. As seen in the graph, as people grow older their first engagement with Harry Potter
decreases. The majority of respondents had their first encounter with either the original series or
the films when they were between the ages of 1-10, as 34 people indicated so. 10 participants
engaged with Harry Potter when they were between the ages of 11-20. Five people had their first
engagement between the ages of 21-30, and four people were within the age range of 31-40 years
old. Only two people engaged with Harry Potter for the first time when they were between 41-55
years old.
Note: This question was open-ended. Respondents entered a variety of ages, which is
why they were grouped together in specific ranges. The last age range on the graph, 41-55,
consists of a wider range of years than the other groups because of the low number of
respondents for that age group.
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Figure 9. 29 respondents were introduced to the world of Harry Potter by their parents, and 22
people indicated that they were introduced by their siblings. There were also 22 individuals who
were introduced to this world by their friends/peers. As for being introduced by other family
members, 15 people indicated that this is how they became aware of this universe. 9 respondents
were introduced to Harry Potter either at school or by a teacher. As for the column labeled
“other,” one respondent was introduced to this world when one of the films came on TV.
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Figure 10. Because respondents were asked to determine what order they first engaged with the
original books, the films, or fanfiction, a variety of combinations were possible. Reading the
books then watching the films was the most popular response with 34 respondents indicating
this. 17 participants only watched the films, making this answer the second-highest on the graph.
10 people read the books, watched the films, then read fanfiction. Out of 96 responses, only nine
people indicated that they watched the movies then read the books. Seven people have only read
the books, and four people watched the films, then read the books, then engaged with fanfiction.
Only one respondent watched the movies and then read fanfiction.
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Figure 11. A total of 41 respondents have read the original books, with 31 people having read
them more than a year ago. Seven people read them less than a year ago and three people are
currently reading the books. 13 participants listened to the audiobooks, with nine people doing so
over a year ago. Four people indicated that they listened to the audiobooks less than a year ago.
For the films, 19 people watched them over a year ago. With the highest response rate, 44 people
indicated that it had been less than a year since they watched the movies. Five respondents read
Harry Potter-inspired fanfiction more than a year ago and for six people it has been less than a
year since they have read such works.
Note: This question was open-ended. Respondents that entered a response without
specifying what letter they were referring to were not included in this graph. Because of the
variety of time ranges respondents provided, grouping answers by either “more than a year” or
“less than a year” allowed for a more concise representation of the responses.
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Figure 12. When respondents were asked what reason(s) they have been drawn to the world of
Harry Potter, the most common response was magic/fantasy with 38 people indicating so. 16
people were attracted to the world building and 24 to the characters. 23 people indicated that the
writing style drew them in. 14 participants connect with this world because of the escapism that
it offers. 13 people stated that the lessons that the characters teach the reader have drawn them
in; 13 respondents responded that the series provides a sense of nostalgia from their childhood.
10 people were drawn to the Harry Potter fandom/fan community.
Note: This question was open-ended. Commonalities were found between the responses
provided, either from specific words used or descriptions provided. If respondents gave more
than one reason as to why they were drawn to Harry Potter, then each response was treated as an
individual experience and separated into the proper category on the graph.
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Figure 13. The character that respondents identify with the most is Hermione, with 35 responses.
15 people identify with Harry and eight with Ron. Six people feel that they have a connection
with Neville, Luna, and Snape. Five respondents indicated that they identify with Hagrid and
four with Ginny. 11 respondents chose a character not represented on this graph and 10 people
did not have an answer to the question.
Note: This question was open-ended. The column labeled “other” consists of characters
that only 1-3 respondents chose. The column labeled “N/A” consists of respondents that said that
they do not identify with any character. Participants could write reasons as to why they connect
with the character that they do, with many doing so. Here are the most common reasons why
respondents identify with certain characters:
Hermione-- is strong, loyal, brave, compassionate, cares about school/values her
education, and is never afraid to stand up for what is right. Her identity as a muggle-born and the
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struggles that accompanied this also allowed others in marginalized positions to find their own
identity.
Harry-- his leadership skills, loyalty, morals, the care that he has for his friends, his
perseverance/obstacles he overcomes, and his bravery.
Ron-- starts with little to no confidence and grows into himself, loyal to friends and
family, strategic.
Neville-- he overcomes his doubts, has quiet courage, is incredibly kind, always helps
when needed, and finds his strength/passion, protective.
Luna-- she is her authentic self, doesn’t care about what others think about her, is
carefree/whimsical, positive/optimistic, creative, sees the world differently.
Snape-- misunderstood, always protecting people, willing to sacrifice his own
happiness/reputation/himself.
Hagrid-- is loyal, protective, and loves/values all creatures.
Ginny-- her humor, she’s the youngest sibling, strong, can hold her own.
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Figure 14. A majority of respondents are aware of some sort of controversy surrounding the
world of Harry Potter with 64 people indicating so. 29 participants do not have any knowledge
about this topic.
Note: This question was open-ended. Respondents had the opportunity to further expand
upon the controversies that they had knowledge of. The majority of people who provided an
explanation mentioned her comments to/about the LGBTQIA+ community, her
transphobic/homophobic views, and the tokenizing and stereotyping of characters. Many
respondents also shared that her opinions haven’t changed their view of the series, as some look
at the works as separate from real life, others don’t buy new editions or merchandise, many are
able to separate the author from the art, and some lean more into the fandom now. However,
people also regularly shared that they feel guilty or shameful about continuing to interact with
the series, but their connection to the works overpowers these emotions.
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Figure 15. 82 respondents (84.5%) reported that they know what fanfiction is. 15 people (15.5%)
were unaware of this creative medium.

Figure 16. The majority of respondents have not read Harry Potter fanfiction before with 75
people (76.5%) indicating so. 23 participants (23.5%) have read fan works about Harry Potter.
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Figure 17. Respondents provided a range of answers when asked what genres of fanfiction they
read. 16 people reported that they read canon (original to the story) character pairings. 16 people
also read stories about alternative pairings of canon characters. 10 participants read alternative
universe/timeline fanfictions, and 10 read slash (same-sex pairings) with canon characters. 6
respondents read stories about OCs or original characters (created by the author of the fanfiction)
paired with canon characters. One person reads spin-offs/prequels and one reads origin stories.
One person shared that they have written Harry Potter fanfiction before. 55 people indicated that
this question does not apply to them.
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Figure 18. 11 people choose to read fanfiction because it provides a deeper look into the
characters that Rowling created. 8 respondents view fanfiction as a continuation of the original
story. 8 people like that fanfiction is written for adults and 6 people read it because it is a
distraction/fun. 5 participants shared that fanfiction provides more diverse representation and 5
people enjoy that the Harry Potter universe is expanded upon. 4 respondents like to read “what
if” stories that could change the outcome of the original ending. 14 people indicated that this
question does not apply to them.
Note: This question was open-ended. Responses that used specific words or descriptions
were grouped together. If respondents gave more than one explanation for what fanfiction
provides for them, then each response was separated into the proper category on the graph.
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Figure 19. 5 respondents read fanfiction at least once a week. 6 people read fan works every few
months and 12 people last read fanfiction more than a year ago. 43 people indicated that this
question does not apply to them.
Note: This question was open-ended. Because of the variety of time ranges respondents
provided, responses were grouped by either “once a week,” “every few months,” or “more than a
year ago” for a concise representation of the answers.

Discussion:
While the results of this survey offer a plethora of information, I would like to narrow the
discussion and focus on three main takeaways. Firstly, the results of Figure 6 show that Harry
Potter fans tend to heavily identify with the series and films. However, as seen in Figure 11, a
large number of respondents had not read the books recently. Instead, they shared that it had been
over a year ago, with many specifying that it had been much longer than just one year. With that
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being said, a majority of people watched the films less than a year ago and indicated that they
regularly view them. But despite how recently respondents have interacted with either the books
or the films, they still firmly self-identify as “Potterheads” and view themselves as big fans of
these works. Some may argue that this devotion stems from the age that respondents first
engaged with Harry Potter, as seen in Figure 8. The majority of participants had their first
interaction with some form of these works between the ages of 1-10, directly linking this
response to Figure 12 where some respondents reported that the reason that they have been
drawn to the world of Harry Potter is because of nostalgia.
However, I would like to assert that the reason why people feel connected to this series,
regardless of how often they interact with it, is much larger than just being introduced to it at an
early age. I think that the lessons that the characters teach the readers, from coping mechanisms
to standing up for what you believe in, creates and maintains the bond that fans have with the
series. As seen in Figure 14, a majority of respondents indicated that they have some form of
knowledge or grasp of the current controversies surrounding J.K. Rowling. But despite
Rowling’s hurtful beliefs and comments, many respondents shared that they have chosen to
separate the author from the work. Because of the impact that the series has had on respondents,
they have willingly entered a morally grey area in order to continue to interact with the world of
Harry Potter. Their connection to the works overpowers feelings of guilt or shame, showing that
their relationship with Harry Potter is much deeper than a sense of childhood nostalgia.
Furthermore, Figure 12 shows that certain respondents were drawn to the series because of the
lessons that the characters teach the reader. And while these respondents were able to identify
that this is the reason that they are attracted to these works, others subconsciously make this
connection in Figure 13 which leads us to the second point that I’d like to make.
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When asked what character respondents identify with the most in Figure 13, Hermione
won in a landslide. Getting double the amount of votes as Harry, Hermione was the name that
respondents mentioned the most. And while it is important to note that the majority of people
taking this survey were women, the fact that so many respondents relate to Hermione is worth
emphasizing. Many people offered an explanation as to why they identify with the character of
their choice, as seen in the note under Figure 13, and I would like to emphasize some of
Hermione’s aspects that were repeatedly mentioned. While certain qualities like her bravery and
loyalty frequently appeared in people’s responses, Hermione’s actions and identity as a whole
also drew people in. Regardless of the situation that Hermione finds herself in, she always stands
up for what she believes is right and defends others who are incapable of doing so themselves.
She is also the only Muggle-born student at Hogwarts that readers are regularly exposed to as she
is one of the leading characters. Readers witness firsthand the difficulties that she faces and the
challenges that she’s forced to overcome, such as being called a “Mudblood” and being
discriminated against on the basis of her blood. Her identity as a muggle-born helps readers that
are a part of marginalized groups find their own identity, and allows for people who are not to
see the lasting effect and impact of these actions. Hermione’s character teaches readers that being
different is okay and that being a part of the “out” group enables a new and critical view of the
“in” group. However, she also teaches readers to fight back for what they believe in, even if their
friends don’t agree with or support their actions. Whether people realize it or not, Hermione is at
the center of many important lessons throughout the series. And because the majority of
respondents identify with her character, I believe that these lessons are internalized and further
cement the bond that participants have with the series.
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The third takeaway that I would like to mention is that respondents engage with
fanfiction for a variety of reasons, yet many of them are interlinked. Fans take back, change, and
build upon the original narrative, allowing for creativity to flourish and for readers to find a safe
community of like-minded individuals. As seen in Figure 16, only a select few respondents have
read Harry Potter fanfiction before. And while people interact with it at varying frequencies (see
Figure 19), respondents were able to identify why they have been drawn to this creative outlet
that many fans use. In Figure 18, the majority of respondents shared that they choose to read
these works because they provide a deeper look into the original characters. Through fanfiction,
certain characters that readers only saw one side of are expanded upon and their motivations
become clearer. For example, readers know that Draco Malfoy became a Death Eater out of
obligation in order to please his family, yet there was little to no insight into how this decision
truly affected him and his mental health. Using this information, fans weave together stories and
offer readers a new and potentially redeeming perspective, making their work both a deeper look
into his character and a continuation of the narrative. Respondents also noted that they enjoy
fanfiction because it often provides a more diverse representation. Rather than having the vast
majority of characters be heterosexual and white, many fanfiction creators break this mold and
construct a space where different gender identities, sexual orientations, and races can be both
talked about and given representation. Furthermore, fanfiction is an outlet that people can engage
with without guilt or shame in light of the controversies surrounding Rowling. These fan works
allow people to interact with the series that they love without supporting Rowling financially, as
the Harry Potter Universe has been taken back, reimagined, and reproduced.
In addition to these three points, I would also like to briefly mention a limitation of this
survey. Because I chose to find respondents by posting the link to the survey on my pre-existing
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social media accounts, the majority of respondents were white heterosexual females in their early
to mid-twenties. And while this flaw in my research method didn’t become apparent until the end
results, the information gathered still offers important insight into Harry Potter fans. If this
process was to be redone, I would suggest for people to revise this method of finding
respondents. However, towards the end of the time period that I sent out my survey, I did
discover different Harry Potter fan communities on Facebook. I think that these groups would be
receptive to future studies and would offer a wider variety of age, sexual orientation, race, and
gender identities.

Fan Engagement:
Fanfiction:
The Harry Potter series, one of the best-selling books in history, has an immense fan
community. These fans enjoy dressing up as their favorite characters, reenacting certain scenes,
collecting different paraphernalia, and writing their own versions of their beloved story in the
form of fanfiction. This form of fan engagement, which has been both disputed and revolutionary
as discussed by Anne Jamison in her work “Fic: Why Fanfiction is Taking Over the World,” both
recreates and “fixes” the original narrative. Archive of Our Own (AO3), which can be accessed
at https://archiveofourown.org/, is home to an astronomical number of writers, readers, and
stories with over 49,260 different fandoms, 4,590,000 users, and 9,125,000 works (according to
April 2022). With a search bar in the top right corner, one has access to literally anything that
they can imagine and hundreds of results in seconds. When the term “Harry Potter” is entered,
371,006 stories appear (“Harry Potter”); to narrow down this number, all one has to do is click
the “edit your search” button on the right side. Even with specific parameters applied, such as
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“exclude crossovers,” only works in English, and sorting results by the number of “hits,” or how
many people have read these works, there are still 296,338 fanfictions to choose from (“Harry
Potter, edited search”). For my analysis, I will be focusing on two fanfictions that pair Draco and
Hermione together as a couple because of the shared mental trauma that authors normally
include. In addition to this aspect, I also chose this pairing because of their positionalities: Draco
is a Death Eater and Hermione is a Muggle-born. When placed together, authors regularly create
a redemption arc for Draco, with Hermione being the one to give him the forgiveness that he
desperately seeks. The works I chose, Breath Mints / Battle Scars by Onyx_and_Elm and
Manacled by senlinyu, are two of the top “hits” when “Hermione/Draco” is entered into the
search bar and the parameters mentioned earlier are applied.
Breath Mints / Battle Scars (BMBS), composed of 51 chapters, continues the original
themes of the series that it’s derived from, but also expands upon the canon characters
(specifically Hermione and Draco), and places an emphasis on redemption and change.
Similarly, Manacled by senlinyu, with 77 chapters, explores how the Wizarding World would be
different if Voldemort defeated Harry. Looking at Draco and Hermione, senlinyu explores their
trauma and this new dark and oppressive society, while also showing that redemption is possible
through actions. Using Voyant Tools to examine both of these corpora for specific patterns,
descriptions of different body parts, such as eyes, hands, face, and more, regularly appear.
Voyant Tools reveal that the mental trauma that Hermione and Draco deal with is written through
images of the body, which often leads to seeing the humanity of the other and building a deeper
connection.
The world of fanfiction not only allows readers to continue to engage with the characters
that they love, but it also offers fans the opportunity to establish different communities and claim
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a sense of ownership. As Jamison mentions in her book, “authorial intent has nothing to do with
the afterlives of characters” (Jamison 153). In fact, “fanfiction blurs a whole range of lines we
(mistakenly) believe to be stable; between reading and writing, consuming and creating, genres
and genders, authors and critics, derivative and transformative works” (6-7). While the original
author has imagined and created their characters, once they stop producing works then those
characters just cease to exist and, in a way, die. However, fans have discovered the ability to
resurrect the characters that they adore through their own means. Even if the author did not plan
for their creation to live on after the completed book, series, show, etc., their intention does not
prevent or halt the imagination of others. Harry Potter fans, who are often both deeply engaged
with the series and the Wizarding World, “were on the front lines of establishing the mechanisms
and traditions of online fandom on a massive scale” and they established online cultures that
“provided basic models for fanwriting traditions such as awards, beta readers, feedback,
disclaimers, and so forth” (154). By both writing and engaging with fanfiction, Harry Potter fans
created their own subculture within the larger community. People were assigned different roles
and positions, which were flexible and likely to change over time. Many of the aspects that Harry
Potter fans established within their own fanfiction groups, such as disclaimers and awards, are
still widely used today and have become the norm.
Because of this situation and the fact that the community only continued to grow from
there, the idea of “individual v. community ownership” became a common topic of discussion:
“Who gets to tell the story? And whose story is it?” (156). While Rowling did birth and raise the
characters that she imagined, fans also feel a sense of ownership because of their connection to
the message that it sends out. Rather than being interested in the author, the people who played
the characters in the movies, or the production company of the films, the fans are often drawn to
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the literature itself. And because of this, they want to add their own experiences, thoughts, and
perspectives to the narrative that they already love. It is also not uncommon for people to want to
“fix” the original narrative. In the case of both Hermione and Draco, these characters were often
mentioned in the original series, yet their lived experiences and how they cope with their
situations are barely discussed. Hermione, a Muggle-born, regularly faces discrimination, yet the
mental impact of these encounters is glossed over. Draco, forced to either become a Death-Eater
at the age of sixteen or face death, sees no way out, no other option than to comply with his
parents' wishes and witness heinous acts. However, fanfiction fixes these issues. Hermione
becomes a main character and her internal struggles are seen firsthand by the reader, along with
Draco and his path as someone who is destined for failure but wishes desperately to be
redeemed. Because this series has added to the lives of fanfiction writers and provided them with
something that they didn’t know that they needed, continuing on with the original narrative
allows authors the opportunity to hopefully give that something to others.
Because of the large size of both of these corpora, Voyant Tools allows for a close
reading of the text while also revealing specific patterns within the work. Looking at the topic
clusters, I discovered that body parts and actions like breathing regularly occurred in both
fanfictions. Upon pulling out some terms that repeatedly appeared, I was able to create a few plot
point trend graphs. The words I used are: eye, face, breath, hands, voice, mouth, lips, and sorry. I
included “sorry” because of the redemption arc within these works, as both Hermione and Draco
are seeking forgiveness for different reasons. “Eye,” and the other variations of the word, was by
far the most used term of the ones chosen for BMBS with 679 uses, and “hands” was the most
common for Manacled with it appearing 1,466 times. However, all the other words chosen
regularly line up with each other. Because there are many different plot points, I decided to
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examine two sections of each fanfiction. For BMBS, these segments are the two highest plot
points for the term “eye,” whereas the scenes for Manacled are the two highest points for the
term “hands.” Each of these examples happens to involve pivotal moments that lead to
redemption and forgiveness. The four graphs, with an excerpt of the scenes that I will be
examining, are inserted below:

Chapter 19 of Breath Mints / Battle Scars, pdf p. 113
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Chapter 39 of Breath Mints / Battle Scars, pdf p. 275

Flashback 22 of Manacled, pdf p. 453
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Flashback 28 of Manacled, pdf p. 540
Starting with BMBS, this 384-page fanfiction continues on with the original Harry Potter
timeline. Hermione and Draco, along with most of their friends, have both returned to Hogwarts
after the end of the Second Wizarding War in order to complete their seventh year of school.
However, neither of them are the same people that they were before the start of the war.
Hermione, who always relied on books to solve her issues, struggles to come to terms with what
she has been forced to endure and all that she’s lost: “She wishes she could be as strong as Harry.
Wishes she knew how to cope. Wishes she could breathe” (4). With her two best friends steadily
easing back into their old personalities, Hermione feels as though something is wrong with her
like she’s less than everyone else because of her inability to let go of the trauma that she
experienced. However, just when she thinks that “she’s the only one that can’t move on” (5), she
notices that “Draco Malfoy looks awful… The war is not gone for him, either. And yes, it’s
comforting… Because even if it’s him, it means she isn’t a complete lunatic… someone gets it”
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(5). Upon realizing that she is not alone in her suffering, Hermione begins to wonder if they can
wade through their grief together, despite their differences in the past. With this thought and
endless amounts of trying, Hermione and Draco form a relationship with their trauma as their
foundation. Together, they discover who they are after the war and who they can be.
Although Hermione and Draco have formed some semblance of a relationship by the
time of the first plot point being examined, she finds it difficult to fully trust his intentions and
acknowledge their mutual attraction for fear of getting hurt. However, as Hermione tries to find a
sense of normalcy in her new life at Hogwarts by working in the Hospital Wing, she encounters a
situation that she never could have imagined. Brought in by his friend, Draco’s “skin bearing the
Dark Mark is gouged. Carved into like a slab of meat” (113). Through her horror and shock,
Hermione realizes that these wounds are no accident. As Hermione asks Draco what he’s done to
himself, he replies, “‘Looks better now, doesn’t it?’” (114). Because of the guilt and horror that’s
associated with this permanent mark on Draco’s arm, he attempted to remove it himself through
incredibly violent means. The psychological anguish that Draco endures from seeing this symbol
every day led him to take physical action, as he believes that bodily pain will be better than
mental torment. However, Hermione, ever clever, discovers a way to heal this reminder of
Draco’s trauma and saves him from getting his arm amputated (115). By seeing this outward
display of the demons that plague Draco’s mind, Hermione realizes the depth of Draco’s
suffering. Regardless of the attitude that he has or the way that he presents himself, Draco is
struggling. Through this act of violence, Hermione sees that Draco’s intentions are pure and that
all he desires is to heal from his trauma. There is no grand scheme to use Hermione’s tribulations
against her, only for Draco to find a way to live through everything that he has seen and done.
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For the second example, Hermione finally displays her vulnerability and anguish to Harry
by asking him to help save her friends. Having formed a bond with Draco, Hermione has opened
herself up to both him and his friends, Pansy and Theo. But just as she feels herself starting to
heal, they are arrested by the Ministry of Magic and are awaiting trial for their crime of being
Death Eaters. Knowing that she has to do something, Hermione vows to save them all from
Azkaban and possibly death. However, she soon discovers that she cannot do this on her own.
And while Hermione’s friends cannot fathom why she associates with these individuals, when
she asks for help and discloses her suffering, her friends are there. When Hermione breaks down
and reveals to Harry that “‘I’m scared and I’m very alone,’” Harry tells her “‘That’s one thing
you’ve never been able to do, you know… Ask for help’” (274). Although he does not believe
that Draco, Theo, and Pansy have changed, Harry is willing to fight for them and help them get
redemption. Through this effort, Harry sees the humanity of Hermione’s new friends as he starts
looking at them beyond the presumption that they are still Death Eaters. He sees that Pansy,
someone who is always closed off, did the things that she did during the war for Theo:
“‘Everything she did, she did for him. For love’” (276). Because of Hermione’s anguish, Harry
now sees that people are not binaries; there are multiple layers to people and one just has to look
closer in order to notice. He realizes that these individuals are people too, capable of connection,
emotion, pain, and forgiveness.
Manacled, a massive fanfiction of 886 pages, is the most popular Hermione/Draco work
on AO3. This extremely dark work, which begins with trigger warnings, contains scenes of rape,
non-consensual sex, death, violence, psychological trauma, and references to torture. The author
also notes that the inspiration for this fanfiction is The Handmaid’s Tale, a book series that later
became a popular TV show (2). In this alternative universe where Voldemort triumphs over
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Harry, Voldemort enacts a repopulation effort in order to strengthen the might of the Wizarding
World after all those that were lost during the Second Wizarding War. Hermione, caught by
Voldemort’s followers and forced to remain in a cell while denied access to her senses, uses her
time in prison to bury and lock away an Order of the Phoenix secret in her mind. In an attempt to
retrieve this information, Hermione is sent as an enslaved surrogate to the High Reeve, Draco
Malfoy (2). Through a combination of present-day experiences and flashbacks, Hermione
attempts to piece together how she got to this point and how she can escape. However, because
of the trauma that she’s endured, her mind is much more broken than she previously thought. As
the book progresses, the reader discovers that during the war Hermione, acting as a Healer, and
Draco, a spy providing information about Voldemort’s movements, began a passionate
relationship that developed into an undying love for one another; this is Hermione’s great secret
that she fractured her mind to protect. But because Harry was killed, Draco has been forced to
continue playing the role of a dutiful servant and must abuse Hermione in the way that’s
expected of him to protect her. Hermione, lacking any memory of her relationship with Draco,
must discover a way to connect the man of her nightmares to the man of her dreams when she
finally does remember.
The first plot point takes place during a flashback, in which Hermione is having a
conversation with Severus Snape about how she healed Draco from a mortal wound. Although
Draco is working for the Order of the Phoenix, those in leadership positions view him as a threat
because “‘He has his own web of informants throughout the army, and he has used that
information to make the Order heavily reliant on him; likely to prevent us from ever betraying
him’” (453). They realized that if Draco ever discovers a way to remove the Dark Mark on his
arm, as he has been searching for, “‘He would be quite deadly for everyone involved if the
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manacles of his servitude were ever removed’” (453). With this knowledge, the leaders of the
Order knowingly Draco up to take the fall for an attack that they planned against the Death
Eaters, in hopes that he would be killed. Instead, Draco survived and was subjected to
punishment, a form of Runic torture that poisoned him down to his soul (454). Hermione,
knowing the extent of these wounds, decided to use an ancient artifact, “the Heart of Iris” (545),
to save Draco’s soul. Although this object is extremely rare and valuable, Hermione could not
allow Draco to suffer and eventually die because of the risks that he has been taking for the
Order. Despite Snape’s objections, Hermione stands by her decision, telling Snape that “‘In less
than four months, Draco saved hundreds of people. Hundreds. And hundreds more he at least
spared a horrific death… He’s not a monster’” (455). She has been able to see that Draco wants a
way out, that he doesn’t agree with Voldemort or his tyrannical regime, through the wounds that
he regularly has and the efforts that he has been making to stop the Dark Lord. Draco’s mental
anguish and struggles against Voldemort are written through his body, physically showing the
impact of his choices. Seeing this, Hermione is able to both form a connection with Draco and
perceive his humanity.
Similar to the first plot point, the second also takes place during a flashback; however,
rather than dealing with violent imagery, this scene depicts a sexually explicit situation between
Hermione and Draco. As the two give in to their temptations and begin to become intimate,
Hermione begins to feel anxious and unsure about offering this part of her to Draco. Previously,
the two engaged in a similar act, only for Draco to make the comment, “‘You’re no threat to my
job now, are you?’” (540). This situation left a lasting mark on Hermione’s mental health,
leading Hermione to break down now and tell Draco that “‘last time, when you touched me
there—no one ever had before and when you did you said— I always—think about it now. That
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I’m—that I’m—that I’m—’” (540). However, Draco, seeing the anguish that he has caused her,
owns up to his past actions: “‘I’m sorry,’ he said, and his hand entwined with hers tightened.
‘I’m sorry. I’m so sorry. I’ve ruined so much of this for you. Let me give you this. Let me show
you what it’s supposed to be like’” (540). Although his apology does not excuse his past
behavior, Draco attempts to correct his mistake through both words and actions. Because of
Hermione’s vulnerability, Draco is able to strengthen the connection between them.
Although the creation and production of fanfiction has been disputed for years, this form
of fan engagement allows for people to further explore characters and “fix” the original
narrative. Hermione and Draco, both main characters but still on the outskirts of the original
series, are moved to the forefront of the story by fan authors in order to explore their lived
experiences and the impact that these situations have on them. Themes of mental trauma and
other psychological issues, along with combating racial discrimination, prejudice, and supremacy
can be found within both BMBS and Manacled, aligning these works with the Harry Potter
series. However, the key difference between these works and the original is that the characters
who face discrimination and perpetuate it are at the center, being examined much more closely
than before. In both fanfictions, good eventually triumphs over evil, and together, Hermione and
Draco learn how to forgive themselves and others. By seeing the physical impact and toll that the
war and other situations have taken on both of them, Draco and Hermione realize that growing is
not linear and that absolution can be granted through both word and action.

Fandom Forward:
Fans love finding new ways to engage with the material that they love, and for Harry
Potter enthusiasts, one of those approaches is through Fandom Forward, previously known as
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The Harry Potter Alliance (HPA). Founded by Paul DeGeorge and Andrew Slack in October of
2005, this movement began as a sort of “‘Dumbledore’s Army for our world, full of Harry Potter
fans wishing to embody the message of the books to create social change’” (Jamieson 163-64).
Because many of the themes found throughout this series are reflected in real life, DeGeorge and
Slack discovered a way to encourage others “to actively participate in current issues and affairs”
(Jamieson 164). Driven by the question of “what if fans used their passion and creativity to make
the world a more loving, equitable place?” (“Meet Fandom Forward”), hundreds of thousands of
fans used their abilities as activists to make that idea a reality. But with the growing support,
publicity, and efforts to enact change, the HPA realized that “This movement is for anyone who
believes in the power of stories and the communities that love them to change the world. It’s for
everyone, and our name should reflect that. So on June 8th, 2021 we officially changed our name
to Fandom Forward” (“Meet Fandom Forward”). The goal of Fandom Forward is to turn “fans
into heroes… Through experimental training and real-life campaigns” (“Our Missions and
Values”), and the results of these efforts can be found under the “Our Impact” tab on their
website. I will be discussing two of these campaigns, with one focusing on mental health and the
other centered around resistance.
In 2010, when Fandom Forward was still the HPA, they began the nine-month-long
Deathly Hallows Campaign that consisted of seven injustices that needed to be resolved. These
problems, “that the HPA compared to horcruxes” (“Nine Month Deathly…”), included things
like the “Starvation Wages Horcrux,” which focused on convincing the parent company of
Warner Bros. to switch to fair trade chocolate for Harry Potter merchandise (Admin), the
“Bullying Horcrux,” which brought attention to bullying towards the LGBTQIA+ community
and information about what people can do to help (“The Bullying Horcrux”), and the “Dementor
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Horcrux.” This Horcrux, which was the second one in the Deathly Hallows Campaign,
“illustrates the many ways people cope with the Dementors of the real world” (“The Dementor
Horcrux”). Working with the Inspire USA Foundation’s website ReachOut.com, the HPA worked
“together as a community to create their own patronuses by submitting art, through social media,
of how they cope with the Dementors in their lives, including videos, paintings, poetry, pictures,
and more” (“The Dementor Horcrux”). Because depression, anxiety, and other real-world
examples of Dementors are often not talked about, the HPA wanted to create a space where
people could share their struggles and break the stigma surrounding these issues. In doing so,
people can lend strength to one another while also reminding others that they are not alone. As a
whole, the campaign was extremely successful and resulted in enacting the changes that the HPA
wished to see. They “raised awareness and helped educate its members on topics ranging from
depression and poor body image to child slavery and environmental concerns” (“Nine Month
Deathly…”), in addition to breaking call records for Massachusetts Equality during the
“Bullying Horcrux” and receiving a letter from the CEO of Warner Bros. about working towards
switching to fair trade chocolate. This case study proves the power that fans, and people as a
whole, have and that the possibilities of creating change are endless.
“DA Fights Back” is a campaign from 2018 that focused on both resistance and actions
that connected activists in order to help them face different challenges. One component of this
movement, “Stop the Snatchers,” encouraged fan activists to take a stand against I.C.E. after they
had “announced major immigration raids in ten U.S. cities” (“Resistance”). Fandom Forward
took action in three main ways, ensuring that they were not being bystanders while people were
being impacted by this decision. Members of the Fandom Forward community were asked to “1)
Join local immigrant-serving organizations where they live. 2) Read and share this thread
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from United We Dream with clear actions and resources for undocumented folks and their allies.
3) Attend a Lights for Liberty rally” (“Resistance”). Furthermore, a workshop was offered at
different Harry Potter conventions where activists were brought in to “help fans learn how to
take action and join the fight for immigrant rights and safety in their community” (“Resistance”).
By providing fans with different knowledge and resources, Fandom Forward paved the way for
people to enact change and take part in something bigger than themselves. This campaign
ensured that those directly affected by I.C.E.'s announcement were being supported and seen,
regardless of any difficulties that they may have faced.
These two case studies are not even a fraction of the work that Fandom Forward does.
Their efforts range from resistance and mental health to human rights, gender equity, media
reform, and more. This organization has grown from just a group of people who wanted to enact
change because of the lessons taught by the Harry Potter series to an entire network of fandoms
that are devoted to making the world a better place. Fandom Forward shows the power that
literature has, while also reminding people that we are the ones needed to create change and
build the reality that we want to live in.

Conclusion:
As displayed throughout this essay, my initial hypothesis has been proven correct.
People, regardless of their age, gender identity, sexuality, etc., connect with the Harry Potter
series because the characters teach the reader how to cope with mental health issues and how to
resist/handle situations of racism, prejudice, and supremacy. Through close reading and analysis
of the text, I showed different instances of trauma and the ways that Harry dealt with these
situations. By relying on others, being vulnerable, and asking for/accepting help, Harry teaches
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the reader that you don’t have to and are not expected to do everything alone. Sometimes it takes
a team to conquer your demons, and there is no shame in needing others. By examining different
examples of discrimination within the series, I drew attention to the ways that the characters
resisted situations of injustice and called for others to become more aware of the impact of their
actions. Regardless of the consequences, the characters stood by their morals and placed
themselves in dangerous situations. They show the reader that doing the right thing can be
difficult, but that everyone deserves to be treated with respect and humanity. Being a bystander is
not an option, as doing nothing enables the behavior and actions of others.
By conducting a survey and creating a direct line of communication with fans, I
discovered that people identify with the series because of the morals of the characters and the
lessons that they teach the reader. The majority of respondents are drawn to Hermione, someone
who emphasizes the importance of seeing the humanity of others and must deal with the mental
impact of being discriminated against for being a Muggle-born. Hermione shows the reader that
your actions determine who you are, not your blood or family. Moving to a broader view of fans
on a larger scale, I examined how people interact with this series outside of the traditional
context. Fanfiction, which allows fans to recreate and produce their own stories based off of the
original books, gives people the opportunity to further explore the Harry Potter characters and
often includes situations that involve coping with mental health issues and combating
preconceived notions about others. Because these themes continuously appear in both the
original series and fan works, it can be argued that these aspects are a driving force behind both
the success of these books and the connection that people feel. Finally, Fandom Forward displays
how literature holds power and the impact that it has on others. By creating and executing
campaigns focused on change, Fandom Forward shows how the lessons one learns from books,
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and Harry Potter, in particular, can be enacted in real life. The members of this community use
their connection with their fandom as motivation, which allows them to make a difference.
With this approach of starting with a close reading of the series and gradually looking at
the Harry Potter fandom as a whole, I was able to strengthen my argument and conclude that my
original hypothesis was correct. And while people do connect with Harry Potter because of the
lessons regarding mental health and discrimination, I would like to note that it is possible that
there are other reasons as well. But despite the cause, this series has built a following that unites
people of different nationalities, generations, and identities. Together, they show the power that
we each have within us and how change starts on a personal level.
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